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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of

Establishment of Policies and
Procedures for Consideration of
Applications to Provide Specialized
Common Carrier Services in the
Domestic Public Point-to-Point
Microwave Radio Service and Proposed
Amendments to Parts 21. 43 and 61 of
the Commission's Rules.

Docket No. 18920

RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The Commission has requested the comments of interested

parties on questions concerning authorization of new

common carriers of point-to-point microwave service.

In general, we believe that the proposals set forth

in the Commission's Notice of Inquiry to Formulate Policy,

Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Order adopted July 15,

1970 (hereinafter "Notice of Inquiry") represent a forward

looking and imaginative approach to the rapidly growing

communication needs of the period ahead. 1/ The solution

1/ We note that although the title of this notice of
Triquiry refers to "microwave" services, the specialized
services in question may well be delivered end to end
by a combination of various microwave relays, cable trans.-
mission systems and local loops. Thus it appears that
the issue is not limited to microwave but in a broader
sense is whether to authorize the entry of specialized
communications carriers to perform services other than
public telephone transmission.



proposed in the Notice of Inquiry would rely considerably

on competition as a source of technical and commercial

innovation. This reliance, we believe, is sound public

policy and consistent with the law as developed by the

federal courts and the Commission. It is of course

important that an announced policy of competitive entry

not be frustrated by endless, burdensome and repetitive

hearings, by denial of access to local distribution

channels, or by abuse of the monopoly power of the es-

tablished carriers. We believe that daese dangers can

be surmounted in ways outlined in this Response and in

the Notice of Inquiry.

Our response is directed to the five questions set

out at page 13 of the Notice of Inquiry:

"A. Whether as a general policy the public interest
would be served by permitting the entry of new
carriers in the specialized communications
field; and, if so,

Whether comparative hearings onthe various
claims of economic mutual exclusivity among
the applicants are necessary or desirable
in the circumstances;

"C. What standards, procedures and/or rules should
be adopted with respect to such technical
matters as the avoidance of interference to
domestic communications sateMites in the 6
GHz band, the avoidance or resolution of ter-
restrial frequency conflicts and route
blockages both vis-a-vis the facilities of
established carriers and among the applicants,
and the use of frequency diversity;
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ft, Whether some measure of protection to the
applicants' subscribers is called for in the
area of quality and reliability of service;'
and

"E. What is the appropriate means for local distri-
bution of the proposed services?"

A. Whether Allowing the Entry of New Carriers
Would Be In the Public Interest

The initial question is the fundamental one- N5r

the reasons explained below, we believe that it would

be in the public interest to authorize nTw carriers of

specialized communication services in addition to AT&T

and Western Union. This conclusion is supported factually

and legally by past decisions of the Commission and the

courts, and by most studies in this area.

It appears to be the consistent conclusion of all

expert studies in this field that the facilities and

service offerings of the established carriers are not

responsive to modern needs for specialized communication

and data transmission services. Surveys conducted by

new applicants and rulesmaking proceedings of the Commis..

sion have also revealed that the customers themselves

recognize the need for new, highly specialized, variously

packaged and economical communications services. Given

this recognized need and the evidenced and perhaps even

inherent limitations of the established carriers with

their older facilities and highly uniform pricing policies,
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it has been suggested and there is every reason to con-

clude that the ultimate benefit of a competitive entry

policy will be more varied, more responsive, more inno-

vative and more economically priced and packaged

specialized communications services for the American

public.

Secondarily, it has been concluded by number of

different economic policy study groups and previously

by the Commission itself that a policy of favoring

competitive entry is likely to aid the regulatory goals

of the Nation, by encouraging product and service inno-

vation and creating the strongest possible incentive for

cost control and rate minimization.

Lastly, a policy of favoring competitive entry is

consistent with the national policy embodied in the

Antitrust laws, which policy has been consistently held

by the federal courts to be as fully applicable in regu-

lated industries as is feasible in light of the specific

regulatory scheme.

1. Commission Decisions 

Beginning with the Above, 890 decision in 1959, the

Commission made clear that the service monopoly of

AT&T and Western Union should not be extended to micro-

wave transmission. In the Matter of Allocation of
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Frequencies in the Bands Above 890 Mc„ 27 F.C.C. 359

(1959); 29 F.C.C. 825 (1960). It thus permitted users

with sufficient resources and requirements to build and

operate specialized microwave systems tailored to their

needs. If such larger users are permitted to enjoy those

benefits and economics of specialization, it is entirely

appropriate that the same benefits and economies be

extended to smaller users by authorizing new specialized

common carriers catering to their needs.

The Commission took an important first step in this

direction in the recent 1.614, proceeding, where it

approved, after an evidentiary hearing and a positive

finding by the Hearing Examiner, MCI's proposed service

between Chicago and St. Louis. In re Applications of

Microwave Communications Inc., 18 F.C.C. 2d 953 (1969).

That decision was made in light of virtually all the

considerations that are now raised again Ln this broader

proceeding. Specifically, the Examiner and the Commission

found that there was demand for this point-ito-point

microwave service, and that plans of the type offered

by M.C.I. would meet needs not met by the established

carriers and offer significant advantages, including

more flexible service and lower rates based on lower

cost. Also, the Commission concluded that in the particu-

lar context of point-to-point microwave transmission
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of computer data, competition would produce the important

benefits of better service, lower cost, and faster

innovation - advantages clearly not confined to the

Chicago-St. Louis route at issue in the 144c.I., pro-

ceeding. Western Union, one of the major opponents of

the original application, acknowledged in its

reply brief that:

If showing here is sufficient,
then the same ahowtmg would suffice for other
routes and the same "public need" undoubtedly
exists between Chicago and New York, New York-
Washington, St. LouissiNew Orleans and other
attractive routes. [p. 34]

The existence of "public need" vas further documented

by the respamses filed in the Commission's Computer 

Inquiry (Okt. 16970). They revealed a solid consensus

among developers and users of computer services that

presently available common carrier rates and services

were not adequate for the needs of computer users and

developers. Mbst favored new competition in providing

economical, flexible and customized services. See, e.g.,

responses by B.E.LA., G.S.A., Univac and American News-

paper Publishers' Association.

Finally, the Commission's recent action in the

Domestic Saaellite, inquiry makes clear that allowing

competition with existing carriers is an appropriate

way to encourage new and better communications services
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for the benefit of the public. In re Establishment of 

Domestic Communication-Satellite Facilities b Non-

goviernmental Entitt211, Dkt. No. 16495 (March 20, 1970).

2. Judicial Decisions 

Moreover, authorization of new competitors in this

area is entirely consigent with court decisions which

increasingly have stressed the crucial role of competition

in promoting efficiency and innovation in regulated in-

dustries.

Even United States v. RC....A.S_____a___2.ommunicationsInc, 346

U.S. 86 (1953) - an older decision sometimes cited for

the contrary proposition - makes this pdht clearly.

That case involved the rather unusual circumstance where

the Commission had authorised additional common carrier

service though it found no potential public benefit. In

the course of its opinion, the Supreme Court stated

that:

Of courses the fact that there is
substantial regulation does not preclude
the regulatory agency from drawing on
competition for complementary or auxiliary
support. . . . There can be no doubt that
competition is a relevant factor in weighing
the public interest.

We think it not inadmissible for the Com-
mission, when it makes manifest that in
doing so it 19 conscientiously exercising
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the discretion given it by Congress, to
reach a conclusion whereby authorizations
should be granted wherever competition is
reasonably feasible.

* * *

In reaching a conclusion that duplicating
authorizations are in thepublic interest
wherever competition is reasonably feasible,
the Commission is not required to make speci.-
fic finding of tangible benefit. • • • In the
nature of things, the possible benefits of
competition do not lend themselves to detailed
forecast, . . . but the Commission must at
least warrant, as it were, that competition
would serve some beneficial purpose such as
maintaining good service and improving it.
P46 U.S. at 93-97)

In RCA the FCC had found, inter alia that:

1) Existing facilities were adequate to handle
the traffic;

2) Business obtained by MacKay would not
come from new demand but would simply
be that diverted from RCA or others;

3) MacKay would not provide lower rates
or better service;

* * * *
9) Significant competition in providing

radio telegraph service already existed; •

[See RCA v. 201 F. 2d 694, 696 (D.C.
Cir.-n.52]

In striking contrast, the original M.C.I. proceedings and

this proceeding involve findings by the Commission or its

staff (1) that existing facilities are not adequate for
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new specialized needs, (2) that demand is likely to

multiply many times over and thus new entrants will

not be diverting significant present business from

existing carriers, and (3) that the new applicants

are likely to provide better service and lower rates

than those of AT&T and Western Union. Moreover, it

has been found that there is little competition at

present in regard to private line services such as those

proposed, since the Bell System's only existing com-

petitor, Western Union, has merely copied the AT&T

tariffs and uses facilities leased from AT&T. Given

these findings, it would be entirely appropriate for

the Commission in this case to authorize new competi-

tion and justify such an authorization in terms of the

standards set forth by Justice Frankfurter in the

RCA Communications case, pupra,.

More recently, in Carter Mt. Transmission Corp. v.

ggs. 321 F. 2d 359, 362 (D.C. Cir. 1963), the Court of
Appeals stressed that the Commission should administer

its regulatory duties "in light of the purposes which

the Sherman Act was designed to achieve." Similarly,

in Atla..... ..1........2...eaoardCor. v. Federal Power Commission,

404 F. 2d 1268, 1272 (D.C. Cir. 1968) the court stated
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that the Power Commission "may properly look to the

existence of some competition, even if entry is limited

by legal barriers or regulatory necessity, as an important

and effective tool in increasing efficiency and quality

of service." See also United States v. Dixie Highwly 

Motor Corp., 389 U.S. 409 (1968); ICC v. Parker 326

U.S. 60, 70 (1945).

Many other recent appellate decisions contain a

similar emphasis on the Importance of preserving and

enhancing competition in regulated industides:

United States v. 110112.qoa24.9.1Ammta, 358 U.S.
)34 (11951);

Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341
C063) ;

Thill Securities Corp_. v. New York Stock Exchan e
24' (7th C r.

United States v. Third Nat'l Bank in Nashille„
190 tr.g..171, 190 (1968);

Federal Maritime Commln. v. Aktiebola et Svenska
Amerfka Llnien, 71)0 tr.14 238

Matson Navigation Co. v. Federal Maritime Commin.,
465' Ir. fd 736 (9th cir. 1.176377'

Northern Nat. Gas Co. v. Federal Power Comm'
1919 Ir. id w, (b.c. r. . an

City of Statesville v. Atomic Ener.% Commission,
f. (D.C. Cir. 1170).
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As the Supreme Court has stressed, when an industry

ill "a highly regulated industry critical to the Nation's

welfare," this Imilsee the play of competition not less

important but more so." United States v. Philadelphia 

National Bank, 347 U.S. 321, 372 (1963). Thus, as a

matter of law, there can be no doubt that the Commission

can, and indeed should, give substantial weight to competitive

benefits likely to flow from the proposals set forth in the

Notice of Inquiry.

3. Recommendations ky Government Amide* and 
Advisory droups 

Commission authorization of competitive microwave

services would be consistent with the recent recommendations

of various expert government studies which have urged

greater reliance on competion in specialized communications

services as well as in regulated industries generally.

In 1968, the President's Task Force on Communications

Policy recommended a general policy of allowing more

competition to existing communications common carriers,

and specifically recommended i'Liberalized Entry into Inter-

City Private Line for Hire Service." (Final Report, Chpt. 6,

p. 10) The Task Force saw this development as leading to

greeter consumer satisfaction and more rapid technological
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advance. It was concluded in this regard that, "additional

competitive pressure, even if confined to supplementary

services, could be an important factor in gauging and

maintaining high performance in this industry." (Id. at 12).

In 1969, President Nixon received the report of a

Special Task Force on Productivity and Competition which he

had asked be created under the leadership of Professor

George J. Stigler of the University of Chicago. That task

force advised the President that there should be a major

reorientation of regularoty poliey. They recommended:

1. Entry of new firms should be encouraged
wherever an absolute contradiction with
regulatory goals is not involved.

2. Allow much freedom in price competition.
[Congressional Record, June 12, 1969, pp.
6350-521

In 1970, the President's Council of Economic Advisers

recommended that:

More reliance on economic incentives and
market mechanisms in regulated industries
would be a step forward. The record in trans-
portation and communications, and other examples
in this chapter, point to that lesson. Indus-
tries have been more progressive when the agencies
have endeavored to confine regulation to a
necessary minimum and have otherwise fostered
competition. fEcormic Report of the President-
1970 At p. 108]
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Regulation [of telephone service] should
be carried out in such a manner that it
does not-prevent or limit competition in
sectors that are not natural monopolies.
Recently, after a series of Federal
Communications (FCC) and court decisions,
new carriers of private wire and micro-
wave have been permitted, with beneficial
effects on rates and services.

Lastly, it was noted that:

It is the Administration's hope that
increased c.t.etition will eventually
make it possi.le to let market forces
assume more of the role of detailed
regulation. (At p. 109]

Thus, the consistent recommendation of ell experts

who have studied this issue in the last two Administrations

has been that more competition in specialized communi-

cations fields such as microwave data transmission is

both necessary and desirable. 2/

4. The Problem of stream Skimming" and Its

In opposing authorization of the initial M.C.I.

application, AT&T argued that was seeking to

"skim the cream" of lucrative, high volume markets and

that a trend of this would threAnn the viability of

AT&T's established policy of "average cost pricing,"

gj This conalusion is also in accordance with the recall&
mendations of the Commission's own consultants. For
example, Donald Dunn of Stanford Research Institute and
a Commission consultant in the Computer Inquiry, urged
greater competition in this field. See "Computers and
Communications: Policy Issues." 34 Law & Contemp. Prob.
369, 383 (1969).
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i.e., charging the same amount for the same service

in all markets, regardless of variations in particular

situations. The"cream skimming" problem was also raised

by the dissenting Commissioners in the nsisd„, case.
The majority of the Commission in the LC.I. case

expressly rejected this argument, as did the Common

Carrier Bureau in this proceeding. We agree - largely

for the reasons set forth in paragraphs 36-40 of the

Notice of Inquiry.

First of all, it is not clear that the new applicants

are "cream skimming." They offer proposals that would

provide new types of service to a large number and wide

variety of American cities in all regions. Given that

very few business, government or institutional customers

for this service are likely to exist in rural areas or

small towns, coverage of most major cities can hardly be

characterized as "cream skimming" (See Paragraph 38).

Moreover, it is entirely rational for these new competitors

to test and develop the market for their product in

selected, favorable markets, mmch as AT&T has done with

devices such as its "Picturephone."

Second, the competition offered to AT&T by these

applicants should not affect the Bell System's revenues

14



or average cost pricing for public switched telephone

service, since presumably that service is self-

supporting. The public policy reasons favoring uni-

versal service and average cost pricing clearly apply

with far greater force to public telephone service

than to pdht-to*point data transmission. 3/ In fact,

AT&T itself has strayed considerably from uniform or

average-cost pricing in its own marketing of data trans-

mission services. Its "Telpak" tariffs are obviously

more favorable to large users in major markets than to

smaller customers. Its "Series 11,000" tatiffs are only

offered in the Northeast.

Third, the new competition in point-to-point trans-

mission will not threaten the financial stability of

AT&T and the public massage telephone service it provides.

As is pointed out by the Notice of Inquiry, this specialized

2/ Unless theca are strong public policy reasons to
favor businesses located in rurn1 areas over those in
major metropolitan areas, sound economic policy would
suggest that the optimal allocation of resources occurs
when services are priced according to actual costs
rather than average costs. As the Henri Examiner in
M4C.I. noted, "the averaging method is ,.odied neither
fa 'the Decalogue or the Constitution." Donald Dunn of
S.R.I. concluded that "It is probably more appropriate
for price differentials to reflect cost differentials
in this field than is the case in telephone service."
Dunn, supra. at 383.
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market only accounts for a small percentage of Bell

System's total revenues (See Paragraph 40). Moreover,

in such a fast-growing market, AT&T's revenues from

it are likely to grow substantially even if new entrants

were to capture a major share of the business (See

Paragraph 39). Also, the probability that many of

the new entrants will hire AT&T facilities for local

distribution means that the Bell System revenues will

grow even when the customer chooses a specialized

carrier for intercity transmission.

In addition, it does not appear that the possibility

of adverse competitive effect on Wstern Union constitutes

a substantial reason for limiting the entry of new micro-

wave companies. In its recent authorization of the sale

of Bell's "TWX" facilities to Wstern Union (Dkt. 18519),

the Commission has sanctioned a substantial lessening

of competition in order to strengthen Western Union. In

that proceeding, Western Union took the position that

it did not fear the competition of M.C.I. and believed

that the prompt transfer of Bell's facilities would give

it sufficient lead time to stand up to such "indirect"

competition. (Dkt. 18519 at para. 30). We note finally

that it would not be sound regulatory policy to use

the desirability of a national telegraph system as a
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justification for protecting Western Union from competi-

tion in fields that are quite separable from message

telegraph service and in which it may be weak or

inefficient.

5. Limiting the Competitive Response
of Established Carriers

The Notice of Inquiry makes clear that:

"Established carriers would, of course, be free
to compete on equal terms with the new entrants
and might obtain a very substantial portion of
the specialized communications market."
[Paragraph 39]

This competition from the established carriers is highly

desirable. As the Commission recognized in M.C.I.,

the benefit of competition from the new specialized

carriers lies not only in the new rates and services

they offer, but in the more competitive services that

the established carriers may offer in response to their

challenge. 4/ AT&T's new Series 11,000 tariffs and

its recently announced new switched data transmission

4/ The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit recently made the same point on the role of
new competition in the regulated natural gas industry:
"It is through the enhanced efforts made by the (primmmati
supplier in response to such pressure that competition
reaps its benefits." [Atlantic Seaboard Corpt v.
Federal Power Commission,- ifo4 F. fdlUti, 1272-73 (D.C.
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network are striking evidence that even the threat

of new competition can generate substantial new

service offerings from the established carriers.

At the same time, there is a danger, as recog-

nized in the Notice of Inquiry (Para. 41), that AT&T

might overreact to this new competition by offering

new specialized services at unreasonably low rates

subsidized out of public message telephone revenues.

See, e.g., Ameritan Trucking Ass'n. v. F,C.C., 377

F. 2d 121 (D.C. Cir. 1966). This is one of the most

difficult issues tb.- Commission will have to face.

Clearly, specialized competitors potentially affected

by a new Bell System tariff have a right under Section

204 to challenge it before the Commission as being

unreasonablq and discriminatory in violation of Sections

201 (b) and 202 of the Communications Act.

It seems likely that self interest will encourage

such protest whenever grounds for it even arguably

exist. However, to deal with such portests, the

Commission must have detailed knawledge of Bell System's

costs; and this may require special steps to insure

that AT&T's costs for specialized services are segregateU

18



from those public message telephone services. 1/

Moreover, to be an effective safeguard against preda-

tory pricing, the Commission's tariff challenge pro-

cedure will have to be swift. Since the law now pro-

vides that tariffs go into effect if not disallowed

within 90 days, long delays work to the benefit of

the carriers. Thus, certain Telpak tariffs challenged

as discriminatory eight years ago, have been in effect

for most of the period since then - a period long

enough to exhaust any but the hardiest competitor.

Certainly there is a need for administrative devices

that will expedite review of Bell System tariffs by

the Commission and its staff.

In addition, the Commission should consider applying

in this area the Executive Branch recommendation in

the pomestic Satellite proceeding (Dkt. 16495) that new

Bell System facilities for specialized communications

services should be authorized "only after a determination

by the Commission on each application, based on public

5./ Of course, the Commission has broad powers under
Section 219 to require detailed financial reports
from AT&T.
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evidentiary hearings, that no cross-subsidization

between monopoly public message and specialized

service would take place in th?development, manufacture,

installation, or operation of such facilities."

(Memorandum, January 23, 1970).

The Notice of Inquiry emphasizes that there

should not be "any protective umbrella to shidd the

competitors . . . or any artifidel bolstering of opera-

tions that cannot succeed on their awn merits." (Para.

44) We entirely agree with this conclusion. Although

the new entrants will be deemed "common carriers," it

is obvious that future Commission decisions concerning

service, rates and abandonment of service by such

carriers should reflect the policy of competition that

justified their entry in the first place. Such "carriers"

will probably be pro4ding specialized services to insti-

tutional users rather then the public generally, and

partial alternative forms of service will likely exist

for their customers and entry remain open for new competi-

tors. In other words, if competition is to be allowed

within the context of common carrier regulation, the

substantive content of that regulation mmst be altered

to reflect the differing factual circumstances and
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regulatory purpose. Thus, carriers offering new services

should be allowed to succeed or fail based on the com-

mercial merits of their specialized services. They may

be "carriers" in a legal sense, but the public interest

in their success or failure is very different from that

of a "carrier" offering a basic service required by

the public at large. koi This would mean, among other

things, that minimum rate regulation would certainly

not be appropriate. Cf. California Interstate Telephone v.

F.C.C., 328 F. 2d 556, 561 (D.C. Cir. 1964).

B. Whether to Hold Comparative Hearings
or Economic Exclusivity 

We agree with the proposal that the Commission

not hold comparative hearings between applicants regarding

economic exclusivity. (Paragraphs 48-50b) As the 14.C,IR

case indicates, such comparative hearings are likely

to involve long delays, considerable expense, and much

6/ W4 recognize, however, that should a new common
carrier achieve great size and nearwmonopoly status
in any significant market, its competitive conduct
and ttsservice obligations may have to be regulated
more thoroughly than those of small firms with many
competitors. This might involve, for instance, requiring
provision of service redundancy for national security
reasons.
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uncertainty. Little is likely to be gained by such

hearings and, in the process, entry of new competitors

will be unnecessarily delayed. Instead, the Commission

should make clear to the new applicants that their

future economic survival is not being guaranteed; if

they cannot expect to survive in the competitive

climate contemplated in the Notice of Inquiry, they

should face this risk at the outset.

So far es existing carriers are concerned, there

is even less reason to find mutual economic exclusivity

between them and the new microwave applicants. The

new applicants are seeking to serve customers with

services not being offered by AT&T and Western Union.

Accordingly, the Commission should avoid lengthy and

costly comparative hearings between established carriers

and the new applicants.

C. Avoidance of Interference and Related Problems

We agree that the Commission should clarify its

rules in regard to the adjustment of conflicting

frequencies or sites and that applicants should be

discouraged from purposely applying for the same

sites agiied for by others (Paragraph 57).
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We believe that the pro-competitive purposes

of the whole proceeding would be aided if the Commis-

sion ruled that existing carriers should have as much

obligation to accommodate to new entrants as they have

to accommodate to such carriers existing or projected

facilities. This may of course involve payments by

the new entrant to the existing carrier to compensate

it for the cost of relocating routes.

Also, we are concerned by the somewhat ambiguous

references in paragraphs 54-58 of the Notice of Inquiry

to the desirability of "cooperation" and 'hoordination"

among applicants and existing carriers prior to the

filing of applications. We are certain that neither

the Common Carrier Bureau nor the Commission wishes to

encourage, or even seem to encourage, private pre-filing

meetings between microwave competitors where informal

agreements are reached that may have the effect of

dividing up service markets or allocating customers.

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Cir.-

cuit has recently stressed that:

[Cjomparative proceedings before regulatory
agencies are 'sensitive mechanisms for weigh-
ing the relative merits of rival . . projects'
and one of the 'main competitive arenas' of the
natural gas industry since it is there that the
sellers challenge one another for the gavor of
the Commission. lageTall-1944.42144
distorted if the ss on 2!esm te _po ent al 
applicants I get togAther td-decide Wow a
mait shoul IN divided-before submitang their
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proposals to the Commission, for then private
parties rather than ehe Commission mould be de-
termining what means of meeting a market demand
is most closely in accord with the public interest.
We cannot permit such an abrogation of administra-
tive responsibility. Northern Natural Gas Co. v.
Federal Power Comm'n .,-77-73-931--77T7577-Cri.
1968) rtalphasfi addedi

We do not suggest that the Northern Natural Gas case

requires full comparative hearings in regard to micro-

wave applicants seeking to serve overlapping territories,

nor that it prohibits voluntary cooperative solution

of technical problems. But we do believe that compliance

with the spirit of that ruling requires that the Commis-

sion make clear (1) that prior to filing each microwave

applicant should determine independently what markets

and customers it will attempt to serve; and (2) that

competing companies should make no agreements broader

than what is necessary to eliminate the problem of

interference and should certainly not make any agreements

that have a substantive effect on which markets and

customers will be served by the parties attempting co-

ordination of their facilities. In addition, the Commis-

sion should consider the possibility of requiring that

meetings for the coordination of conflicting microwave

applications and facilities should be held publicly, in

the presence of F.C.C. staff and other affected parties,
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with the final agreement reduced to writing. Zi

D. Protection of Subscribers in Regard
to Quality and Reliability of Service 

The Department of Justice is in agreement with the

recommendations of the Notice of Inquiry concerning

this subject. Hopefully, competition itself should

serve as an effective impetua to quality and relia-

bility of service, without the need of detailed govern-

mental supervision. Nor would standardization of

service requirements seem appropriate at this time

when development of the relevant technology is still

continuing at a rapid rate. These are services tailored

for sophisticated business users who should be quite

capable of protecting their awn economic interest in

good service.

E. The Problem of Local Distribution

The applications now being considered by the Commis-

sion differ in that some of them appear to presume that

local distribution will be accomplished by means of

interconnection with local telephone distribution facili-

ties while others (such as the Datran applications) promise

the creation of new local distribution facilities.

7/ Of course, if prior to such a proceeding, economic
pressure was employed by one or more competitors to
induce another competitor to acquiesce in an agreement
limiting competition among thane such conduct would
certainly be subject to antitrust penalties. Georgia y.
Pennsylvania R R , 324 U.S. 439, 458-62 (1945).
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The Department of Justice has no expertise to

offer on the subject of the feasibility of proposed

new methods of local distribution of data transmitted

intercity by microwave. Thus, we will limit our com-

ments to the issue of interconnection with exisdhg

local telephone facilities.

We pdhted out in our Carterfonie and Computer Inquirl

submissions that when a dominant carrier engages in

an unjustified refusal to interconnect in order to main-

tain its position, its conduct may constitute illegal

monopolization under Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust

Act. See United States v. Terminal R.R. Ass'n of  St.

Louis, 224 U.S. 383 (1912); United States v. Lorain

Journal Co., 342 U.S. 143 (1951). Similarly, it is

illegal under the Sherman and Clayton Acts for the

owner of leased equipment to prohibit the use of competi-

tors' supplies in conjunction with the equipment.

International Business Machines v. Upited States, 298

U.S. 131 (1936); International Salt Co. v. United

States, 332 U.S. 392 (1947).

Moreover, an unreasonable refusal to interconnect

would clearly be inconsistent with Section 201D) of

the Federal Communications Act. See Hush-A-Phone 
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Corporation v. United States, 238 F. 2d 266 (D.C. Civ.

1956). In re Matter  of Carterfone, 13 F.C.C. 2d

420 (1968).

We note with regret that during the M.C.I. pro-

ceeding, both Bell and Western Union expressly threatened

to refuse interconnection to M.C.I., or similar carriers.

See Bell Brief at p. 28, Bell Proposed Finding #56,

Western Union Brief at p. 6, Western Union Proposed

Findings #94-101. Both the Hearing Examiner and the

Commission commented on "the carriers' intrasignece,

manifested in this case." It is not clear whether that

intrasigence continues to the present, particularly

in light of the Commission's clear statements in the

Carterfone; Domestic Satellite, and M.C.I. mmtters

supporting thr p rinciple of non-discriminatory inter-

connection whenever feasible. It is to be hoped that

the established carriers have reconsidered their position

in light of these teachings by the Commission regarding

their obligations under Section 201(a), and in light of

the strong national antitrust policy against abuse of

monopoly power. In any event, we are in full agreement

with the statement of the Common Carrier Bureau that:
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Possible Responses of the Department of Justice
to the FCC's Overseas Communications Inquila___

By its junc 10, 1970 Notice of Inuity (Docket
No. 18875), thc FCC has begun an inquiry into the
policy it should follow in the future licensing of
cable and satellite facilities for overseas communi-
cations. In its Notice, the Commission stated (at 1):

We think that, to the extent possible, we
should formulate a policy which will

'govern our future licensing in the field
of overseas communications and which will
enable interested carriers to plan their
own actions accordingly.

By its July 22, 1970 Order, the Commission extended
the time for filing reply comments to October 19, 1970.
There are basically two questions, one economic and one
strategic. The economic question is what is the opti-
mal allocation of investment funds between underwater
cable installations and communications satellites to
meet the communications needs of the 1970's. The
strategic question is whether any filing by thc
Department of Justice-within the deadline allowed
could materially assist the FCC in resolving the eco-
nomic question on the merits. I doubt that the
Department is qualified to express an opinion on the
economic question, and, in my opinion, the answer to
the strategic question must be considered no.

The Nature of the Investment Decision 

The various comments in the current Inquiry
(Docket No. 18875) indicate that significant differences
exist between cables and satellites in terms of such
factors as:



a,

(1) costs per circuit (both short and
long-rnn);

(2) reliability (L..e., freedom from
accidental service interruptions);

(3) security (i.e., freedom from eaves-
dropping cir 1Tostile jamming);

(4) suitability for high-speed data
transmission;

(5) suitability for transmission of broad
bandwidth signals (L.L.., television);

(6) rate of technological change (and,
hence, rate of obsolescence);

(7) lead time required for new capacity
installation; and

(8) suitability for service to areas of
varying population density.

There is little agreement upon the relative merits
of satellites and cables with respect to most of the
above variables. There is even less agreement on
the significance that should be attached to the
differences in comparative advantag6 which the facts
may ultimately show to exist between the Vd0 communi-
cations modes. The problem is complicated by the
fact that the differences in cbmparative advantage
are rarely absolute, and often can be eliminated
through the use of more costly equipment or installation
methods. The Final Report of thc President's Task Force
on Communications Policy aptly summarized the chnracter-
istics of this complex investment decision as involving
"infrequent, long life, large investment programs depen-
dent on long-term demand projections and a variety of
economic and non-economic factors[.]" Task Force Report,
Ch. 2, at 37. In any case, the Commissi-c761s choice will
not be an easy one.

II. Possible Resyonse of the De artment of Justice

It is not clear how the Department can assist the
Commission in evaluating the technical arguments over
the superiority of one mode vis-a-vis the other with
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as.

respeCt to the factors listcd above. Nor is it clear
ho.7, nnce these facts nre known, the Department
could help thc Commission make the hard choices con-fronting it. The Department would appear to have
very little to offer when the question is, for example,how tc balance the gains in increased reliability
against the costs of redundant back-up capacity ineither mode. (But the Department might want to encouragethe Commission to decide that users of communicationsservices who demand a higher level of reliability (suchas the DOD) should have to absorb completely the highercosts necessary to achieve that reliability). TheDepartment clearly is not in a position to resolve thesecomplicated factual disputes and conflicts in valuessufficiently by October 19 to make a sound recommendationconcerning the optimal investment strategy to the FCC.We should hope to work closely with the Office of Tele-communications Policy in their more extensive inquiryinto this subject, which Charles Joyce, Bruce Owens andWalter Hinchman mantioned to Barry Grossman and me atour meeting with them on October 7. The proper resolutionof the competitive issues of interest to the Departmentmust await determination of the relevant economic andengineering facts by parties more technically expert thanthe members of the Antitrust Division. OTP can providethis expertise, and we should help them in their inquiryin any way we can.

This is, at best, a long-run solution, however. Inthe short-run, the Department's options arc actually quitelimited--(1) a filing outlining the analytical steps whichmust be followed, in our view, to reach a sound investmentdecision (without going into detail); (2) a filing pointingout the absence of justification for the investment strat-egies recommended by others (notably, AT&T); (3) somecombination of (1) and_(2); or (4) no filing at allijatthis stage. The difficulty with a filing of: the first kindis that it is difficult to outline for the FCC the steps ina sound investment analysis without sounding naive, patron-izing, or worse. This is true, even though the members ofthe OTP staff that we talked to felt there could be somevalue in restating the obvious for the FCC's benefit,citing such decisions as the FCC's licensing of parallelcable and satellite facilities to serve mainland to easternCaribbean traffic. In  re ITT Cable & Radio Inc.-Puerto Rico5 F.C.C.2,1 823 (1966).

AT&T's investment strategy has little to recommend itbut its simplicity. AT&T has suggested that the FCC license

3



both cables and satellites "so that circuit use will
be approximately equal," and that "Macility additions
should .be timed to maintain the approximate balance of
circuit use between cables and satellites as time
progresses." AT&T Comments, at 2-3. It would not be
difficult to demonstrate fhe weaknesses in AT&T's case
for its so-called "balanced" investment strategy, which
arbitrarily splits the growth in dcmand,for overseas
communications services between cable and satellites
regardless of the costs involved.

AT&T's argument for a 50/50 split runs as follows.
First, without benefit of citation to authority, AT&T
asserts that more and more the "dominant cost of pro-
viding overseas telephone service will no longer be the
line facilities needed to transmit the messages between
the overseas facility terminals, e.g., submarine cables
and satellites, but instead the cost of switching and
terminating the calls." AT&T Comments, at 6-7. Second,
for unstated reasons, n[t]he goarnr overseas telephone
communications must now be to handle calls placed on a
demand basis without delay, with operators used for only
that small percentage of calls for which assistance is
required." Id. at 7. Third, this goal can best be met
by customer -direct dialing, which makes it "essential
that adequate circuit capacity be provided to meet unex-
pected demands, including those caused by outages of
operating facilities." Id. The reqsoning is that any
temporary blocking due to oUtages will cause customers
to call the operators to handle the calls, and that "it
would not be economically feasible to provide" sufficient
stand-by operators to process calls when outages occur.
Id. at 8. Fourth, since cables and satellites are subject
t7c7 different kinds of risks, both media should be used in
order to "spread() the risks and provide() a higher degree
of service reliability and continuity." Id. at 9. In
addition, it is claimed that satellites are better suited
for te1evision transmission thnn cable, while cable is to
be preferred for high-speed data transmission and national
security needs. Id. at 10.

AT&T's argument betrays a lack of awareness of cost
factors which is unfortunately found all too frequently in
regulated industries. It is never established that the
only chcire is between redundant cable capacity and vast
platoons of overseas operators and idle switching equipment
ready to handle calls in the case of an outage. As Bruce
Owens suggested, if an outage were to occur, it would be a
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simple matter to activate an intercept on dialed
overseas' calls to explain that all circuits were
busy because of an outage, and that essential calls
could be placed through an overseas operator, but
only at premium rates. In other words, the use of
peak load pricing and demand management could lower
significantly the margin of excess capacity necessary
for "adequate" capacity. The argument also makes no
comparison between the costs of outages (which can be
reduced as demonstrated above) and the year-in, year-
out costs of redundant capacity which must be borne
by the users of communication services. Similarly,
there is no discussion of the cost differences which
exist between adding cable circuits to get back-up
capacity and adding satellite circuits. Although
satellite circuits are all subject to the same kinds
of outage risks (e.R., earth station failure or satel-
lite malfunction), such events tend to be random,
unrelated events. There is no more reason to think
that two satellites will fail simultaneously than that
two transatlantic cables will be cut simultaneously.
Thus, the 50/50 investment strategy may well cost more
without any appreciable diversification of risk. AT&T'sfinal barrage of arguments is similarly unpersuasive.
The fact that certain users need the security (DOD) or
the rapidity (for high-speed data transmission) of cablefor some of their messages hardly justifies an incre-
mental 50/50 investment strategy whoa there is sufficientcable capacity to meet such users' present and antici-
pated demand for transcontinental circuits. AT&T simply
has not produced the cost estimates, comparisons, and
analysis necessary to make a case for its investment
strategy.

I recommend that no filing be made by the Departmentto meet the FCC's October 19 deadline. COMSAT's commentsindicate that it can be relied upon to expose the fallacies'and flaws in AT&T's proposed investment strategy. In thissituation at least, we can depend upon competition to bringmost of the relevant facts and arguments to the regulator'sattention. We lack the technical resources to do any moreby October 19 than duplicate COMSAT's attacks upon the
50/50 strategy urged by AT&T. A filing which does no morethan echo arguments better mz;de by others, or which simplyurges the Commission to make a reasoned economic choice
among the alternative investment strategies, would do
little to assist the Commission in making that choice, oradvance the interests of competition in the proceeding.
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.or

Barry Grossman has read this memorandum and
wishes to note his general concurrence. In addition,
he feels that the Department's long-term influence
with the Commission may be diluted if we make a
practice of intervening in matters in a manner which
does not materially aid the Commission. Moreover,
he feels that the effectiveness of a Department filing
with the Commission will probably be directly related
to the following criteria: (1) the existence of a
competitive issue which can clearly be identified as
such; and (2) the existence of preferred solutions
which we can support on economic and communications
policy considerations. He does not think that a
Department filing by October 19, 1970 could meet
either of these criteria.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

October 22, 1970

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead, Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
1800 G. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Tom,

Attached is a memorandum which responds to your
inquiries of August 17, 1970. As you are aware, the ques-
tions you raised were rather broad in nature and not
susceptible to short, definitive answers. We have attempted
to answer each of your questions in a manner which I hope
is meaningful and helpful to you.

You will find outlined those "due process" considera-
tions which may affect your "informal" approaches to the
Commission. In short, liberal legal standards apply to
eneral policy discussion with the Commission. The informal
presentation of data or policy arguments relating to such
general regulatory matters are permissible within rather
broad legal limits and agency discretion. [See p. 2] However,
with regard to matters which have been designated for a hear-
ing or otherwise involve the rights of identifiable parties,
strict rules of conduct are binding on the Commission, and
ex parte communication by any person are subject to only
TRe most narrow exceptions. [See pp. 3-5]

With regard to the role of competition in the regulated
industries we have discussed leading cases illustrating that
competition and antitrust principles are essential elements
of the "public interest" test wilich must guide all regulatory
determinations. [See pp. 5-8] We have also outlined the
limited role and responsibility of regulatory agencies (and
other issues such as primary jurisdiction) relating to the
enforcement of the antitrust laws. [See pp. 8-10]
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We have also attempted to set forth some broad
conclusions regarding the authority of the Communications
Commission to "regulate" by merely "monitoring". In essence
our survey of the relevant case law indicated that in those
areas where an agency is entrusted with a broad statutory
mandate it may very well monitor if it reasonably determines
that that course of action is consistent with its statutory
responsibilities. [See pp. 10-14]

While the attached memorandum was not drafted as an
all-encompassing legal treatise, we have tried to cite
enough material to give you a "feel" for the legal issues
involved.

Needless to say, we would be glad to be of any further
assistance to you on these questions or on similar matters
as the need arises.

7 
Sinc re

DONA I. BAKER
Deputy Direc r of Policy Planning

itrust Division





A
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO INQUIRIES FROM THE OFFICE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

This memorandum attempts to answer several legal
questions raised by the Director of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy ("OTP") in a memorandum dated
August 17, 1970. We have restated the issues raised by
OTP as follows:

I. What legal constraints ("due process") are
imposed upon the outsider's communications to the
Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") and how
would they apply toCTP?

2. To what degree are regulatory agencies required
to consider antitrust or competitive principles in making
statutory-required "public interest" judgments?

3. How is antitrust enforcement responsibility in
the regulated industries divided between the agencies
and the Department of Justice?

4. May a regulatory agency decline to engage in
positive regulation within its statutory authority?

I. Legal Constraints on Communications with the FCC
(Administrative Due Process) 

The Federal Communications Commission, like all other
administrative agencies is bound by law to comply with
certain standards of procedural formality and regularity--
"due process"--in the exercise of its regulatory authority.
The Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"), 5 U.S.C. 551
et sr., the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. 151 et seq., and
part cularly the Commission's own Rules of Practice and
Procedure, 47 C.F.R. 1.1 et seq., govern Commission action
with respect to rule-making and adjudicative proceedings.

The legal standards with respect to the ex parte 
communication of views or information of the FCC or indivi-
dual Commissioners depends on the nature of the proceeding
and whether the outcome thereof will affect private claims
or rights. Cf. Sangamon Valley Television v. United States,
269 F.2d 221 (D.C. Cir. 1959). Therefore, "general rule-
making" proceedings are treated much more liberally with
regard to ex arte communication than either "restricted
rule-makiniff or adjudicative" proceedings. We discuss
each category separately.



A. General Rule-Making. When the Commission proposes
to promulgate "general" rules it is governed by the provi-
sions of Section 4 of the APA, 5 U.S.C. 553, and Subpart C
of its procedural rules, 47 C.F.R. 1.401 et seq. -- "Rule
Making Proceedings". In the case of these "general" rules,

the Commission is required by Section 4 to afford actual
notice of the rule-making and to "give interested persons
an opportunity to participate in the rule-making through
the submission of written data, views, or arguments with

or without opportunity for oral presentation". 5 U.S.0

553 (b), (c).

The legal standards relating to general rule-making

are quite liberal regarding informal presentations. There
is no legal requirement of a formal public hearing in
connection with "general" rule-making. Bawles v. Willingham,

321 U.S. 503 (1944); California Citizens Band Association v.
United States, 375 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1967), cert.denied,

389 U.S. 844 (1968). The courts have recognized the legisla-

tive nature of general agency rule-making, and have accord-

ingly allowed the agencytodtain and act upon information

not presented formally in a proceeding. Thus, an agency

may seek or receive advice and information, ex parte,
through interviews or conversations regarding a problem with

respect to which it intends to conduct a general rule-

making. Van Curler Broadcasting Corp. v. United States,

236 F.2d 777-1D.C. Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 935

(1956). Once such a proceeding has a-CTITgrry begun indivi-
dual Commissioners may continue to obtain information through

informal means and to act upon such information in a general
rule-making proceeding. Flying Ti er  v. Boyd,

244 F. Supp. 889 (D.C. 1965). (Di erent apply to

restricted rule-making" discussed below.)

The statutory and case law relating to general rule-

making supports the conclusion that the Executive Branch

is generally free to attempt to "influence" the broad

policies and the direction of the rule-making of a regulatory

agency, not only through formal participation in rule-making

proceedings, but by means of informal or ex parte approaches,

submissions, and discussions. However, if the FCC can be

expected to base its actions on such ex part? information,

then the communications should be made in writing so that

they could be made public in the event that the Commission

is required to substantiate the basis for its action.

2



B. Restricted Rule-Making. Certain rule-making
proceedings are treated differently on the ground that they
affect "private rights". Such proceedings (defined as "restric-
ted proceedings" by the Commission, 47 C.F.R. 1.1201 (a))
include rule-making required by statute to be made upon the
record after opportunity for hearing. Such rule-making
proceedings relate largely to those rules having a particular
applicability and include common carrier charges, classifica-
tions, regulations, practices, property valuations, and service,
those similar categories covered by the Communications Satellite
Act, and television channel allocations. A complete listing
of restricted rule-making proceedings is contained in 47 C.F.R
1.1207. These restricted rule-making proceedings are subject
to the same strict ex parte rules as adjudications discussed
in the next section.

C. Adjudicative Proceedings. These proceedings (as
defined in 5 U.S.C. 554) are those for which the oppor-
tunity for hearing is either provided by the Communications
Act, otherwise required by due process, or afforded by the
Commission. They include FCC actions involving: (i)
licensing (denial, non-renewal, modification, transfer,
suspension, or revocation); (ii) radio facility construction
or operation authorizations; (iii) common carrier liability
for damages; (iv) interlocking directorates (common carrier);
(v) certificates of convenience; (vi) telephone mergers;
(vii) certain CATV signal carriage matters; and (viii) cer-
tain approvals and applications under the Communications
Satellite Act (see 47 C.F.R. 1.1203 for a complete enumer-
ation of restricted adjudicative proceedings and the
procedural time at which such adjudicative proceedings
become restricted.)

In adjudicative proceedings (and restricted rule-making),
the FCC's rules applicable to hearings govern the procedure.
These rules are far more stringent than those applicable

to general rule-making and specifically reflect the
"due process' requirements of "fullness", "fairness", and
openness generally associated with circumstances in

which substantial individual rights are involved. These

rules provide, for example, that "when a hearing is held,

3



no communication will be considered in determining the
merits of any matter unless it has been received into
evidence." 47 C.F.R. 1.225 (c). Moreover, the Commission's
procedural rules, Subpart H - Ex Parte Presentations, 47
C.F.R. 1.1201 et seq., prohibit the presentation, by any 
person, to "decision making Commission personnel", of any
oral ex parte communications with respect to any restricted
matter designated for hearing. Written ex parte communica-
tions made by persons who are not "interested persons"
with respect to the particular proceeding are not prohi-
bited by the rules nor are they expressly authorized, but
provision is made for their disclosure. The Commission's
Rules, 47 C.F.R. § 1.1201(c) define "interested persons"
to include parties to the restricted proceeding and "any
other person who might be aggrieved or adversely affected
by the outcome of proceeding." While the older interpre-
tation of the quoted language would have limited it to
persons having a direct financial interest in the proceeding,
recent cases involving "standing" may have broadened the
category of "interested persons" to include public interest
representatives such as OTP. This issue is an open one
at the present time and firm guidance cannot be offered
at this time. To be safe, you should assume that an
Executive Agency such as OTP may be an "interested person"
under the rules.

The type of ex parte communication prohibited is one
going to the "merits or outcome of any aspect of a re-
stricted proceeding designated for hearing." The rule
applies to all persons outside the Commission and even to
non-decision making Commission personnel. No exception is
made for any agency of the Federal Goverment other than in
a case involving the communication of classified security
information.

Oral ex parte communications by OTP to the Commission
regarding any party or issue or attempting to influence
the determination in a restricted proceeding would appear
to be prohibited. If OTP is not considered to be an
"interested person" under the Commission's rules, written
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ex pate communications by OTP would be made public in any
restricted proceeding. The rules would not seem to restrict,
however, the discussion of general policy problems between
the Commission officials and OTP personnel even if the
policy in question has application to particular cases.
See MultiVision Northwest, Inc., 8 FCC2d 1151 (1967).

The exact scope of the prohibitions contained in the
Ex Parte rules is by no means settled. The thrust of the
rules is to prevent the exercise of unfair and improper
influence by interested parties or their "agents" in
restricted proceedings. In our opinion, OTP would be
well-advised to construe the Commission's Rules in a
conservative manner and restrict any ex parte communica-
tions in restricted proceedings to general policy issues.*/

II. The Role of Competition in the  Regulated Industries 

The Supreme Court has characterized antitrust
principles as "a fundamental national economic policy".
Carnation Co. v. Pacific Westbound Conference, 383 U.S.
213, 218- (1966). While ehe general statutory standard
for determining the legality of administrative agency action
is a broad "public interest" test, regulatory agencies may
not ignore competitive considerations in executing their
basic regulatory statutes. Cf. McLean Trucking Co. v.
United States, 321 U.S. 67 (1944). In those situations in
which regulatory policies and maximizing competition may
be inconsistent, e.g., licensing, consolidations, acquisi-
tions, and restrictive practices and agreements, the
courts have made it clear that agencies must consider the
effect upon competition as a basic element of the requi-
site "public interest" determination.

This requirement was clearly stated by the Supreme
Court in Federal Maritime Commission v.  Svenska Amerika 
Linien, 390 If.S. 238 (1968) where the court held that
serious anticompetitive effects "alone will normally con-
stitute substantial evidence that the [proposal before the
Commission] is 'contrary to the public interest' unless
other evidence in the record fairly detracts from the
weight of this factor." 390 U.S. at 246.

*/ For a discussion of ex part? problems see Peck, Regulation
and Control of Ex Parte-Tommunications with Administrative
gencies, . Harv. L. Rev. 3
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The Court had made a similar point ten years earlier
in United States v. Radio Corp. of America, 358 U.S. 334
(1959), 'bolding that the FCC had to consider antitrust
principles in applying the public interest test of the
Communications Act:

Moreover, in a given case the Commission
might find that antitrust considerations alone
would keep the statutory standard from being
met, as when the publisher of the sole news-
paper in an area applies for the only radio
and television facilities, which if granted,
would give him a monopoly of that area's
major media of mass communication. 358 U.S.
at 359 (dictum).

The position of the Supreme Court in Svenska and RCA
has been followed in two recent decisions of the Courf7Fr
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. In
Northern Natural Gas Co. v. Federal Power Commission, 399
T7U-77-7157777T77-176-8) (involving a pipeline joint
venture), the court stated:

Although the Commission is not bound by
the dictates of the antitrust laws, it is clear
that antitrust concepts are intimately involved
in a determination of what action is in the
public interest, and therefore the Commission is
obliged to weigh antitrust policy. 399 F.2d at 958.

The language of the Court in Marine S ace Enclosures
Inc. v. Federal Maritime Commission,
Frjarly 72-7.6"-r-Fe-rully makes the same point:

Antitrust questions in general, and in
particular contracts involving such all-
encompassing restraints, present issues of the
kind that should be explored sua sponte in
order to discharge an agency's "active and
independent duty to guard the public interest,"
. . . . This is responsive to the dominant
consideration that anticompetitive restraints,
the kind that would be illegal or of doubtful
legality if used in urregulated industry, are
in some ways contrary to the public interest
that shapes rules governing the persons in
directly regulated industry.

6



The importance of adherence to the
"fundamental policies" of the antitrust laws
is undeniable. 420 F.2d at 585-86 (footnotes
omitted). */

In a limited number of circumstances agency action
may immunize from antitrust attack specific transactions
or conduct within the regulated industry. Immunity from
the antitrust laws is not, however, lightly implied.
California, v. Federal Power Commission, 369 U.S. 482,
485 (1962). Agency approval provides immunization in two
types of situations: (1) where there is a specific 
statutory exemption; and (2) where Congress has established
a pervasive regulatory scheme and the action at issue is
subject to agency review and is necessary for the effectua-
tion of the pervasive regulatory scheme. See Silver v.
New York Stock Exchar!ge, 373 U.S. 341 (19677

Sections 221 and 222 of the Communications Act,
47 U.S.C. 221, 222 are examples of specific exemption
authority,for they provide that if the FCC approves
telephone and telegraph consolidations or acquisitions,
any Act or Acts of Congress making the proposed trans-

action unlawful shall not apply". However, Congress did
not specifically authorize the FCC to exempt broadcasting
transactions from the antitrust laws and Commission
approval of a broadcast license exchange does not bar a
subsequent antitrust challenge. See United States v.
Radio Corp. of America, supra. The Court in RCA found no
FT-Trasive regulatory scheme with respect to broadcasting
warranting implied repeal of the antitrust laws. 358
U.S. at 349. Quoting Federal Communications Commission v.
Sanders Bros. Radio St-1E1°n, 309 U.S. 470, 474 (1940), the
TZTA— courtsai-77—

In contradistinction to communication by
te1ephone and telegraph, which the Communications
Act recognizes as a common carrier activity and
regulates accordingly in analogy to the regula-
tion of rail and other carriers by the Interstate

*/ For a particularly forceful and well reasoned discussion
75f the application of antitrust principles in the protection
of the public interest, with particular emphasis on the
FCC, see the concurring opinion of Tann, C.J., in Hale v.
FCC, 425 F.2d 556, 560-66 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
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Commerce Commission, the Act recognizes that
broadcasters are not common carriers and are
not to be dealt with as such. Thus, the Act
recognizes that the field of broadcasting is
one of free competition. The sections dealing
with broadcasting demonstrate that Congress
has not, in its regulatory scheme, abandoned the
principle of free competition as it has done
in the case of railroads . . . . 358 U.S. at 349.

As a practical matter, the weight given to antitrust
considerations as a factor in administrative determinations
depends upon the statutory scheme of regulation applicable
to the industry and the legislative history thereof. For
example, the legislative history of the interstate Commerce
Act, which is replete with evidence of Congressional
intent to foster railroad consolidations, has led the
Supreme Court to affirm ICC decisions which relegated
competitive considerations to a subordinate position. See
United States v. I.C.C., 396 U.S. 491 (1970). Conversely
in the fields of broadcasting (United States v. Radio 
Corp. of America, supra,) and banking (United States v.
Phi1aciel hia Nat'l Bank, 347 U.S. 321 (1963)) where the
egis ative istory manifests a Congressional concern to
preserve competition, the Court has held that competitive
considerations are entitled to great weight in agency
determinations.

III. Antitrust Enforcement Responsibilities in the
Regulated Industries 

Section 11 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 21,
authorize gives the FCC direct authority to enforce Clayton
Act provisions with respect to carriers engaged in wire or
radio communication or radio transmission of energy. Sections
2 (price discriminations), 3 (exclusive dealing), 7 (mergers),
and 8 (interlocking directorates). As a practical matter
Sections 7 and 8 are the only provisions applicable to
communication's common carrier, since the prohibitions on

price discrimination and exclusive dealing apply only to
the sale of goods. Section 11 does not of itself, however,
oust the Department of Justice of enforcement#20jurisdiction

8



with respect to violations which may be attacked by
regulatory agencies under the Clayton Act. So far as
we know, the FCC has never exercised its enforcement
authority under Section 11. Some other agencies have,
but only rarely. See Transamerican Corp., 184 F.2d
319 (9th Cir. 1950), cert. denied, 340 U.S. 883 (1950).

Even in those situations where the agency is not
directly involved in enforcing the antitrust laws it may
have to exercise responsibility under the doctrine of
"primary jurisdiction" for matters arising in antitrust
cases.

The doctrine of "primary jurisdiction",

. . . applies where a claim is originally cognizable
in the courts, and comes into play whenever enforce-
ment of the claim requires the resolution of issues
which, under a regulatory scheme, have been placed
within the special competence of an administrative
body; in such a case the judicial process is sus-
pended pending referral of such issues to the
administrative body for its views." United States v.
Western Pacific Railroad Co., 352 U.S. 59, 63-64

For example, in Carter v.  American Telephone & 
Telesraph Co., 356 F.2d 486 (5th Cir. 1966), an equipment
supplier brought a private antitrust suit against AT&T
and other telephone companies for enforcing their "foreign
attachments" tariffs which effectively prevented independ-
ent suppliers from marketing equipment to telephone users.
The district court stayed the action and referred the
question of the validity of the tariff to the FCC.
250 F. Supp. 188 (N.D. Tex. 1966). Upholding this approach,
the court of appeals stressed the Commission's statutory
authority to deternine ''what classifications, regulation or
practice is or will be just, fair, and reasonable." The
court made it clear that while the administrative determina-

tion would not be conclusive of the issue for antitrust
purposes, the judgment of a court on such a regulatory
issue "ought not bo be forceTlinTil it is inescapably
necessary." 365 F.2d at 495.

9
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Pursuant to the reference from the courts, the Commission
held hearings to determine the reasonableness of the carriers'
prohibition on the use of the Carterfone device. The
Common Carrier Bureau participated in these hearings. The
Commission determined the Carterfone device was not harmful
to the general functioning of the public telephomnetwork
and that a tariff prohibition restricting the use of all
customer-supplied equipment regardless of its potentia—
harm was unreasonable under the standards of Section 201(b)
of the Communications Act. In the words of the Commission,
a customer desiring to use an interconnecting device . .

should be able to do so, so long as the interconnection
does not adversely affect the telephone company's operations
or the telephone system's utility for others." F.C.C.
F2d 420 (1968). Following this decision, the private
antitrust suit brought by Carter was settled.

IV. Administrative Agency Monitoring vs. Regulation 

OTP has asked whether a regulatory agency is free "to
regulate by simply 'not regulating' but merely monitoring."
This question can be broken down into several parts.
Some statutes confer upon parties the right to agency
action. Thus a statute that provides that parties must
obtain a license to engage in a particular activity requires
the agency to make a decision upon the license application.
Though it has discretion as to when it will consider the
application, the agency cannot refuse to consider the matter.
Cf. Kessler v. Federal Communications Commission, 326 F.2d
637, 684 n. 10 (D.C. Cir. 1963). Similarly, if a statute
specifically instructed an agency to promulgate rules with
respect to a specific subject matter, the agency could
not lawfully refuse to act. Cf. Arrow Transportation Co. v.
United States, 176 F. Supp. 411 (D. Ala. 1959), aff'd sub
nom., State Corp. Commission of Kansas v. Arrow Transporta-
tion Co., 361 U.S. 353 (1960). Such a refusal to act,
however, would be a most unusual case.

We assume that OTP is thinking of the more likely
situation in which an agency may refuse to exercise its
full regulatory authority. Whether an administrative
agency may refrain from the direct regulation of certain
classes or operations or types of conduct within the scope
of a general authorizing statute does not appear to have
been directly answered by the courts. Litigation has,
naturally enough, generally tested positive assertions of

10



jurisdiction by regulatory bodies. The implication that
can be gleaned from the case law on the subject, however,
is that agencies having broad powers to achieve the
reasonably authorized purposes of their legislative mandate
may decline to exercise their full regulatory power where
such is deemed consistent with the terms of their statutory
responsibilities.

Two leading Supreme Court decisions relating to the
authority of regulatory agencies to withhold the full
reach of their authority even in fields where its juris-
diction is otherwise pervasive are the Permian Basin Area 
Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 (1969), and American Trucking 
Association v. United States, 344 U.S. 298 (1953).

In the Rate Cases,the Supreme Court sustained Federal
Power Commis= =ran prescribing maximum prices for gas
produced in the Permian Basin for sale in interstate
commerce, and excepting certain small producers from total
compliance. Holding that the FPC had not exceeded its
authority by creating the exemptions,the Court stated:

We recognize that the language of §§ 5 and 7
[of the Natural Gas Act] is without exception
or qualification, but it must also be noted
that the Commission is empowered, for purposes
of its rules and regulations, to 'classify
persons and matters within its jurisdiction
and prescribe different requirements for
different classes of persons or matters.' §16,
15 U.S.C. § 717o. The problems and public
functions of the' small producers differ suf-
ficiently to permit their separate classification,
and the exemptions created by the Commission for
them are fully consistent with the terms and
purposes of its statutory responsibilities. 390
U.S. at 787.

In American Truckin& motor carriers challenged ICC rules
and the exemptions eherefrom, governing the use by certi-
ficated carriers of equipment leased from exempt owners
and equipment obtained through interchange with other
carriers. After examining the context in which the ex-
emptions operated, the Court found a reasonable relationship
between the exemptions and the aims of the regulatory
scheme, stating:

11



In such a context, the exemption is not
unreasonable; certainly it is not required
that the Commission extend its supervisory
activities under the rules into fields where
the evidence before it indicates no need,
merely to satisfy some standard of paper
equality. 344 U.S. at 315.

Turning to the FCC's authority, it should be noted
that Section 4 (i) of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.0
154(i) prescribes in very broad terms the "duties and
powers of the Commission, to be exercised in effectuating
the purposes of the Act:

(i) The Commission may perform any and
all acts, make such rules and regulations, and
issue such orders, not inconsistent with this
chapter, as pay be necessary in the execution
of its functions. (Emphasis added).

Thus the very words of the statute authorize regulatory
action where 'necessary." Such language necessarily implies
the converse -- that the Commission is not obliged to act
(issue rules or regulations) where such action is deemed
unnecessary.

Courts generally are reluctant to interfere with
agency interpretation of the regulatory scheme. In
Black Hills Video Corp. v. Federal Communications Commission 
399 F.2d 65 (8th Cir. 1968), where the court upheld
Commission rules regulating aspects of CATV, the court said:

The growing complexity of our economy induced
the Congress to place regulation of businesses
like communications in specialized agencies with
broad powers. Courts are slow to interfere with
their conclusions when reconcilable with statu-
tory directions. 399 F.2d at 71 uotin , United 
States v. Storer Broadcasting Co., 3 U.S. 192,
203 (1956).

The wide latitude allowed regulatory bodies in
administering the statutory scheme is due largely to judicial
deference to the legislative functions committed to the
agencies by the Congress. An example of the discretion

12



allowed agencies in performing their responsibilities is the
Commission determination upheld in Philadelphia Television 
Broadcasting, Co. v. Federal Communications Commission, 359
F.2d 282 (D.C. Cir. 1966). In this case the court refused to
find erroneous the Commission's decision that CATVs were not
common carriers requiring regulation under Title II of the
Communications Act. The court stated:

In a statutory scheme in which Congress has
given an agency various bases of jurisdiction and
interest, the agency is entitled to some leeway
in choosing which jurisdictional base and which
regulatory tools will be most effective in
advancing the Congressional objective. It is
the FCC's position that regulating CATV systems
is a more appropriate avenue for Commission
action than the wide range of regulation implicit
in the common carrier treatment urged by petition-
ers. This seems to us a rational and hence a
permissible choice by the agency. 359 F.2d at
284 (footnote omitted).

A similar result was reached in Rhode Island Television 

Corp. v. Federal Communications Commission, 320 F.2d 762

(D.C. Cir. 1963), where the court stated:

Administrative rule making does not
ordinarily comprehend any rights in private
parties to compel an agency to institute [rule
making] proceedings or to promulgate rules
320 F.2d at 766.

This language implies, at least an agency discretion

not to act in particular matters where it deems such

action unnecessary--or the extent or previous action

adequate.

Finally, the Supreme Court's treatment of the Commission's
jurisdiction over CATV in United States v. Southwestern 

Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968), suggests that the court will

give substantial weight to a Commission determination of the

extent to which regulation is necessary.

13



V

In conclusion, it appears that the courts have
interpreted regulatory statutes in a manner which grants
regulatory agencies broad discretion in effectuating the
general goals embodied in legislation. While it might be
possible to successfully challenge an agency's refusal to
exercise its regulatory power on the ground that monitoring
or agency inaction is inconsistent with the statutory direc-
tice, any party attempting to do so would have a heavy
burden of proof.

October 22, 1970
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ADDENDUM

OTP has asked us for the name of a "good primer on
antitrust policy and practice." Since there is no such
primer, we suggest the following materials as worthy of
study:

Phillip Areeda, Antitrust Analysis (Boston, Massachusetts:
Little, Brown and Co., 1967).

Harlan Blake and Robert Pitofsky, Antitrust Law Cases 
and Materials (Brooklyn, N.Y. Foundation Press 1967).

Carl Kaysen and Donald F. Turner, Antitrust Policy 
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1959).

A. Weale, The Antitrust Laws of the United States,
(Cambridge University Press, 2 ed. 1970).

Louis B. Schwartz, Free EnterREJ.se and Economic 
Organization (Brooklyn, N.Y. Foundation Press 1966).

Donald F. Turner, "Role of Antitrust Policy in the
Communications Industry", 13 Antitrust Bulletin
871 (1968).

Donald F. Turner, "The Scope of Antitrust and Other
Economic Regulation Policies," 82 Harvard Law 
Review 1207 (1969).

Hans B. Thorelli, The Federal Antitrust Policy (Baltimore,
Md.: Johns Hopkins Press, 1955).

Simon Whitney, Antitrust Policies (New York, N.Y.:
Twentieth Century Fund, 1958).

Re ort of the Attorne General's National Committee to
y t e ntitrust Laws GPO, March 3

Antitrust Develo ments 1955-1968 (American Bar Associa-
tion 19 .
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Don Baker

Chief of 1...valuation .7c:ctioli

Antitrust Livision

Department of justice

Until I get a lawyer on board, I am going to take 
you up on your

offer of assistance. In particular, I have three 
questions of

varying legal content that I.think you. might be able 
to help mu with.

First, I hear a lot.a.bout due process and would l
ike to know what

this means in terms of constraints on the FCC'
s actions and to

what extent CV? is bound by such considerations. 
Secondly,

I would like to know what the courts have said 
about compeLition vo.

regulation in regulated indu.vtrien and, in particu
lar, to what extent

a regulatory azeney is free to regulate by simpl
y."not regulating."

but tnerely monitoring.ly, I would like to 
know what the inter-

actions between antitrust law and regulatory law a
re and ho‘v they

are handled. In the responsibility for c.onforming to the anti
trust

atatute.s in the hand's of the Commission or is it i
n Justice?

Finally, could you please send me a good pri
mer on antitru.st pc)iicy

and practice?

Clay T. Whitehead

Special I% ssi:Aant to thc., President

cc: Mr. 1,Vhitehead

Central Files

CrWhitehead:jm
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Competition is as American as apple pie. And,

like apple pie, it is a good product.

But why competition? How did competition become

our fundamental national economic policy? First,

because Adam Smith proved right in believing that a free

market would provide the greatest incentive to efficiency

and innovation in business. Secondly, because Milton

and Jefferson proved right in their faith that a free

and active market-place in ideas was essential to a

democratic society.

This national competitive policy was given legal

form in 1890 with the passage of the Sherman Act. In

the eighty years since then, it has been refined,

amplified, and expanded by successive generations of

legislators and judges. In recent years, this policy

has been increasingly applied to regulated industries. 1/

These include banking, insurance, electric power, natural

gas transmission, securities markets, common carriers

communications and broadcasting. Fortunately for you, I

shall spare you my thoughts on how antitrust principles

should be applied to, say banks or securities markets.

Instead, I shall stick to local mass media communications.

1/ For a general discussion see Baker, The Antitrust
Division, Department of Justice: The RoTE-67— TETition 
in Regulated Industries, L. Rev. 5,1 (1970).
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Nowhere is competition more important from the

standpoint of policy. Local media markets tend to

have relatively few competitors. Two great barriers

prevent more competition: one is the limited amount

of radio spectrum available for broadcasting and the

other is the high cost of producing and distributing

a daily newspaper. The results of these barriers are

striking. For example, as of 1968, only 47 cities in the

country had more than one independent daily newspaper;

some 1600 others were monopoly cities. 2/ Of the 47,

about half were in the top 50 television markets and

apparently had three or more VHF television stations.

I stress these two media, daily newspapers and television,

for, as Chairman Dean Burch had emphasized, they are

the primary local communications media - dwarfing all

others in audience impact and advertising revenues. 3/

It may be that a new competitor - CATV - will join the

other two as a source of primary impact; but, of course,

a CATV system tends to be local monopol;, because of the

present high cost of construction.

2/ See "Why Newspapers are Making Money," Business Week,
Tugust 29, 1970, p. 36.

3/ Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making, Dkt. 18110,
March 25, 1970, Separate Statement of Chairman Burch.
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We recognize antitrust lawyers and competitive

policies cannot create new competitors in a market where

the barriers of spectrum, production and delivery prevail.

Of course, these local markets are going to continue to

have relatively few competitors.

But what antitrust policies can do - and should do

is prevent the further loss to competition that occurs

if two primary competitors in an already monopolistic

market are allowed to combine.

Our concern here is with the structure of local

mass media ownership, rather than with any affirmative

misconduct. Our analysis of these problems rests

primarily on antitrust merger rules under Section 7 of

the Clayton Act. Section 7 bars any,combination of direct

competitors whcre the Government establishes that its

effect "may be substantially to lessen competition" in

Itany line of commerce" in "any section of the country.

This prohibitioa has been applied by the Supreme Court

in a wida rangc of markets - including grocery retailing,

local banking, brewing, and aluminum cable manufacturing. 4/

4/ United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 347 U.S.
'n1 (1963); United States v. Aluminum  Company of America,
377 U.S. 271-717677-57Ted Sta--7-5---7-7. Von's Crocery 
384 U.S. 270 (1966); United States v. 15abst Brewing Co.,
384 U.S. 547 (1966).

3
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It has also been applied to newspaper combinations in

the Tuscon case. 5/ I should emphasize that Section.7

is basically an economic statute, While there is clear

social harm in a merger which removes a diverse editorial

voice from its community, the antitrust analysis is

esentially an economic inquiry - with its principal focus

on local advertising revenues. Of course the FCC, can

and does, take diversity into account under the broader

"public interest" standard of the Communications Act.

Antitrust analysis requires that some definable

geographic and product market be arrived at. In anti-

trust terms, such "a market is any grouping of sales

in which each of the firms whose sales are included. .

enjoyssome advantage in competing with those firms whose

sales are not included." 6/ Partial substitutes are

excluded.

With local media mergers, local advertising is the

key consideration - since newspapers and television

stations outside the geographic market, even with some

penetration, tend to be less effective and more expensive

5/ Citizen Publishing Co. v. United States, 394 U.S.
n1 (196-9).

6/ Department of Justice Merger Guidelines, May 30, 1968, N3.

4



substitutes for the local advertiser (such as a grocery

store and a local car dealer).

Local advertising is a field in which newspapers

tend to be preeminent. Our experience indicates that a

local monopoly newspaper will often account for some 60%

of local advertising revenues in its market, and that

the only limit on such a newspaper's monopoly power

over advertising rates is the availability of other media.

Competition is thus an important factor in limiting

local advertising prices. This can be illustrated by

looking at the experience in San Francisco - where local

advertising rates are said to have jumped enormously

after the two newspapers were combined in a joint

operating agreement. Similarly, studies have indicated

that advertising rates and revenues (on a per capita

basis) are higher where the leading television station

and the local newspaper are in the same hands than

where tney are in separate hands. This is but a straight

forflard applicaLion of the old-fashioned economic

principle that monopoly power tends to produce monopoly

pricing. It is a matter of dollars and cents to the local

community that must support those advertising costs.

5
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The broadest local advertising market is what the

Supreme Court has called "the mass dissemination of news

and advertising," in the Lorain Journal Co. v. United 

States, 342 U.S. 143 (1951). This would be an appro-

priate market to judge a combination between the dif-

ferent media - say, a newspaper and a television

station. To some extent, they are substitutes for

various types of local advertising not matched by out-

side media. Other immediate local media, such a radio

and CATV, would have to be included in this broader

market.

On the other hand, suppose we were dealing with a

combination between two newspapers, then the focus would

be on whether there were any forms of. newspaper advertising

for which no equally economic substitutes exist. In these

circumstances, the focus would be on small classified ads

and the like, where broadcast media does not tend to be

e significant alternative.

This is t1-1,_ type of analysis which the Supreme Court

has applied in a variety of cases. Such analysis recog-

nizes that partial substitute products may exist, but

insists that, in applying an anti-merger statute, the

substitutes should not be included unless they are equally

interchangeable in terms of price, quality and use.

6



The process of defining markets for antitrust purposes

is not really as difficult as it sounds. It is more easily

understood if seen as part of the process of determining

whether the merger may cause substantial lessening of

competition. When the courts wrestle with the question

of including or excluding substitute products or services,

what they are really doing is nothing more than trying

to predict whether

hance the parties'

degree.

Once a market is defined, then

a combination of competitors may en-

ability to raise their prices in any

the antitrust analysis

will focus on the market shares of the parties within the

market thus defined. The prohibitions that have grown

in this field are strict - reflecting judicial acceptance

of the clear Congressional mandate to halt anticompetitive

mergers. For example, in the 1965 Von's Grocery case, the

Supreme Court outlawed a merger of two Los Angeles super-
.

market chains with only 7.5% of the local metropolitan

grocery market. In another case, the Court struck down

an acquisition involving less than 2% of the relevant

market, where the acquisition involved a market leader

which already had almost 30% of the relevant market. 7/

7/ See Alcoa-Rome, supra, 377 U.S. 271.
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The Department of Justice has applied these strict

rules in several ways with respect to local mass media.

First, we have brought several antitrust cases aimed

at preventing combinations of the same media in the same

local market 8/. These have all involved newspapers,

since FCC rules prevent a broadcast licensee from con-

trolling the stations of the same type with overlapping

signals.

Secondly, we have opposed cross-media mergers which

would combine a newspaper and a television station in

the same market. In one such case, we proceed before

the FCC in a license transfer proceeding, 9/ while in

the other we brought an antitrust action. 10/ Both were

successful.

Thirdly, we urged the FCC not to grant a license

renewal without a hearing in an extraordinarily monopolized

8/ See iti___zenalishinC., supra, (involving the competing
Tiewspapers in Tuscon, Arizona), United Stcltes v. E. W. 
Scri s Co., Civ. No. 5656 (D. Ohio, B64), consent decree,

Trade Cases,V72,586 (involving two cLimpeting news-
papers in Cincinnati, Ohio).

9/ Petition of United States Department of Justice in
______121_1tBrcjIsts2-2_a_g____-nColleaun, FCC File No. BTC-5553 (1968).

10/ United States v. Gannett Co., Civ. No. 68 C 48
"aaue Book ,-02c.:) (N.D. 111., filed Dec. 5, 1968).
This acquisition--unlike the Beaumont one--did not require
FCC approval, since there was no change in the control
over the television station. The case was settled by
consent decree requiring divestiture of either the
television station or the newspaper. 1968 Trade Cases
172,644 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 6, 1969).

8
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situation (in Cheyenne, Wyoming), where the same interests

controlled the local newspaper, the TV station, the.only

full-time AM station, an FM station, and the CATV

system. 11/

Finally, we have supported FCC rule-making efforts

to deal with media concentration tn local markets. Thus,

in 1968, the Department supported a Commission proposal

(in Dkt. 18110) to prohibit future combinations of

different broadcast media in the same local market, while

suggesting that the Commission might consider expanding

the proposal to cover local newspapers. 12/ The Commis-

sion has since moved in this direction. 13/ In 1969,

when the Commission suggested applying a similar rule

to CATV, we again endorsed the principle that leading

local competitors (television broadcasters and daily

newspapers) should not be permitted to control this

new medium in the same local market. 14/

11/ Petition of the Dep I t. of Justice in Frontier  Broad-
cgstill Co., FcC File No. BRCT-318 (1968).

12/ Comments of the Dep't. of Justice, FCC Dkt. 18110,
(Tugust 1, 1968).

13/ Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making, Dkt. 18110,
M-a-rch 25, 1970).

14/ Comments of the Dep't. of Justice, FCC Dkt. 18397,
(Tkil 7, 1969).

9
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The reasonsfor adopting this approach are clear,

simple, and grounded in sound economic policy. The

acquisition by a monopoly newspaper of one of say two

local television stations will eliminate direct competi-

tion between the two for local advertising. It will also

eliminate one of three independent competitive voices

among the major media of the area - a consideration which

should be considered by the FCC under the "public interest"

test of the Communications Act.

In addition, there are some longer range considera-

tions - raised principally by the emergence of CATV as an

important new local medium. CATV offers the most promising

means of achieving greater diversity in competition of

local mass media communications. It will be able to

compete directly with television for video news entertain-

ment and advertising; it will also compete,although less

directly, with newspapers and radio stations in some of

these same fields. It challenges the exibting bairiers

to new competition - by reducing the competitive bignifi-

cance of the limited frequency space and by offering the

potential for electronic delivery of newspapers to the

home. Those who benefit from the existing monopoly

positions have the least incentive to push the development

10
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of CATV to its fullest. Therefore, we have urged - and

the FCC has generally accepted - the idea that a local

CATV system should not be controlled by its principal

local competitors. Instead, it should be preserved as

an independent challenger to their position.

This is what we have done. Now let me talk

about what we have not done. We have never advocated

anything that looked like "forfeiture", and we have

repeatedly stressed the importance of reasonable consi-

deration to existing investment. We have never suggested

that a newspaper should be prevented from owning a

television station or a CATV system - we have only urged

that such other media be held in different markets. This

is not so unreasonable when you realize that a licensee

can only hold seven television stations anyway. We have

simply suggested that the Commission consider the

feasibility of policies which would tend to encourage a

newspaper licensee in the future to hold its seven tele-

vision licenses in markets otLer than those in which it

has newspapers. That leaves lots of choice and lots of

entrepreneurial opportunities. This point may be illus-

trated by taking the 1968 Beaumont case, where we opposed

11
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a license transfer of a Beaumont, Texas television station

to the local monopoly newspaper; as a result this anti-

competitive transaction was abandoned, and the station was

thereafter sold - without objection by us - to a newspaper

chain operating elsewhere in Texas.

I recognize that there has been considerable concern

among local newspapers about CATV. Quite rightly, you

have seen this as a possible long-term means of providing

more efficient delivery of newspaper copy. We very much

want newspapers to have access to such systems - but we

do not think this requires control of CATV systems in

the same local market, Antitrust, we believe, will

insure fair access necessary to facsimile reproduction of

newspaper. We stressed this point in a brief filed last

week with the FCC. 15/

For the present,each CATV system is likely to be a

monopoly in its own service area, regardless of the

legal form of his franchise. The cost of establishing

a system are likely to be too high to perw,it much dupli-

cation. As a mopopolist, the CATV operatL,r becomes

subject to the duty--imposed by the antitrust laws--to

15/ Comments of the United States Department of Justice,

Dkt. 18891 (October 22, 1970).
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deal with all comers on fair and non-discriminatory

terms. This duty has been applied by the courts to a

diverse collection of monopolists - including a terminal

railway,16/ the Associated Press,17/ and various tobacco

and other produce markets. 18/ It has also been applied

to TV broadcasters in two court of appeals decisions. 19/

The reason for the access rule is' to prevent the holder of

ra unique monopoly position from foreclosing competition

in other related activities which should be competitive.

In the Case of a CATV system, transmission is the

only function which is presently monopolistic. Programming

and other broad band services are, on the other hand,

potentially competitive activities right now. It therefore

becomes a concern of antitrust to assure that many compe-

tition program users are permitted to vie for the viewer's

(or reader's) attention over the single transmission system.

16/ U.S. v. Terminal R.R. Assn. f St. Louis, 224 U.S. 383
791.27-7

17/ Associated Press v. U.S. 326 U.S. 1 (1945).

18/ See, e.g., Gamco Inc. v: Providence Fruit & Produce 
Salding, 194 F. 2d 484 (1st Cir. 1952).

19/ Packa ed Proprams v. WestinBhoucP Broe.dcasting Co., 255
F7 2d 71:, re ir. 19-5); Six Twenty-Nine Productions 
Inc. v. llollireleca.. -7-65 F 24 478 (5th Cir. 1966).
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Accordingly, we believe that the CATV operator should

be required to make channel space available on fair and

nondiscriminatory terms. In 1969, the FCC indicated its

view that "CATV systems should be encouraged, and perhaps

ultimately required, to lease cable space to others for

originations of their own choice," but it deferred formal action,

"since this is an area which we believe requires further

study." 20/ Antitrust might well require specific action

by CATV operators. For example, it might require the

CATV operator to make additional channels available to

independent programmers, local newspapers, and others so

long at least as there was available channel space. The

Department of Justice summarized this point in last week's

brief in these clear words: "we believe that a CATV operator

who arbitrarily refuses to provide channels for facsimile

reproduction service violates the antitrust laws."

This antitrust issue will probably remain somewhat

hypothetical for the immediate future. There are not yet

significant numbers of independent progre,mmers clamoring

to reach the vkwing public via CATV systems - let alone

people offering facsimile newspapers to the public. But

that day, I suspect, is not too far off - and, then the anti-

trust rules on fair access will be of more immediate concern.

20/ First Report and Order, Dkt. 18397, t11 (October 24, 1969),
34- FE-D-7-R--Ezt---rr6-5I, 1763-2.
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Address Reply to the

Division Indicated

.ind Refer to Initials and Number

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

October 22, 1970

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
1800 G. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Tom:

As I promised, I enclose some material on Barry
Grossman - including a resume and the last personnel
memo I wrote on him.

He is an extremely intelligent fellow (as indicated
by his outstanding academic record). He is a first rate
lawyer with a keen eye at spotting tough issues and has
a sound judgment. He was appointed Assistant Chief of
the Evaluation Section by Dick McLaren shortly after he
took office;in this role, I have found him to be a
cooperative fellow to work with and capable supervisor
of the work of others.

Up until relatively recently, Grossman had not been
involved in communications matters. He has recently
supervised a brief in the CATV area, and has handled
the recent international construction matter (on which
he came over and conferred with Charles Joyce and Walt
Hinchman).

He is a registered Democrat, but so far as I know,
has not been actively involved in any politics.

Needless to say, I would be extremely sorry to lose
him, and yet at the same time I must regard your general
counsel job as key to both your efforts and ours in the
communications field.

Since yours,

44n
DONA I. BAKER

Deputy Direct of Policy Planning
An trust Division





RESUME OF BARRY GROSSMAN

A. Personal Information

Birth Date:
Place of Birth:
Marital Status:
Residential Address:

Residential Phone:
Business Address:

Business Phone:

July 9, 1939
Washington, D. C.
Married, with daughters aged 4 and 2.
2004 Prichard Road
Wheaton, Maryland 20902
933-2004
Department of Justice
Antitrust Division
Roam 3208
739-2526

B. Educational Background

(1) A.B. 1960, Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.
Major Field: History
Distinctions: Graduated 1st in class after
completing 4 year course in 3 years; Recipient
of Ryan Medal in Philosophy; Elected to Gold
Key Society (Georgetown's equivalent of
Phi Betta Kappa) and Phi Alpha Theta (National
History Honorary).

(2) J.D. 1963, Harvard Law
Distinctions: Editor,
(1961-1963); Recipient
for Postgraduate Study

(3)

School, Cambridge, Mass.
Harvard Law Review
of Frank Knox Fellowship
in England.

University of London, Academic year 1963-64 as
Frank Knox Fellow from Harvard University.



C. Professional Experience 

(1) 1964-67, associate in the Washington, D. C.
law firm of Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering.
Work was concentrated in fields of antitrust,
regulated industries (FCC, CAB and FDA) and
automobile safety and pollution.

(2) 1967 to present: Antitrust Division of the
Department of Justice: August 28, 1967 to
February 1969, served as an attorney in the
Evaluation Section; February, 1969 to present,
Assistant Chief, Evaluation Section. Work in
the Evaluation Section consists principally of
consideration of matters pertaining to antitrust
enforcement policy and the role of competition
in the regulated industries.



0.

Leo M. Pellerzi
Assistant Attorney General
Administrative Division

Richard W. MO.,aren
Assistant Attorney General
Antitrust Division

Outstanding Rating for Barry Grossman 

DIBaker:wmh

April 15, 1970

I recommend that Mr. Grossman be given an outstanding
rating for his work in the past year.

Mr. Grossman has excelled as a member of the Evalua-
tion Section, and he has served as Assistant Chief since
February 17, 1969. He shares responsibility for super-
vising the lawyers in that section and personally handles
a variety of difficult projects for me and other mmibers
of my top staff.

Mr. Grossman is a thorough, thoughtful lawyer. He
came here with an outstanding academic record and some
useful experience in private practice, he has lived up
to that promise during his two and a half years in the
Evaluation Section.

He has made significant contributions to the develop-
ment of a number of cases involving some difficult issues.
One is U.S. v. Clevelqnd Trust where be wrote a long memo
an the Wirall problem of applying Clayton Act 17 to bank
trust department holdings and contributed heavily to the
Memorandum to the Attorney General supporting suit. Another
is U.S. v. Crocker-Citizens (not yet filed) where he has
wornla on the novel question of applying Clayton Act Section
8 to director interlocks between banks and insurance com-
panies. Earlier in 1969, he had contributed extensively
to the analysis of and worked on the memorandum to the
Attorney General in support of the complaint in the
reciprocity case against U. S. Steel.



Mr. Grossman has been in charge of a variety of
interagency matters. These include the rather complex
PEFCO joint venture covering the financing of foreign
sales of aircraft; this has required him to negotiate
with the Treasury, Export-Import Bank and private
attorneys for the parties as well as produce careful
memoranda for our internal analysis. He has been
responsible for much of our efforts in a difficult
field of standards making; and for the past year and
- half has represented the Department on Interagency
Committee on Standards Policy. He also was in charge
of our participation in the FPC competitive bidding
proceeding where we wrote a brief and he argued orally
before the Commission. I understand that he argued
well and handled questions clearly.

Mk. Grossman has made significant contributions
to a number of other important projects. One was on
consumer legislation. Another was on preparing our
report to Chairman Wtight Patman on our 1968 investi-
gation into prime rate .

Mk. Grossman's work is of a very high professional
Quality. He is intelligent, industrious, and productive
in carrying out his assignments. In recognition of this,
I recommend that he be given an "outstanding" rating.
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)

AMENDMENT OF PART 74, SUBPART K,
OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES AND
REGULATIONS RELATIVE TO COHMUNITY )
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D. C. 20554

IN THE MATTER OF

Amendment of Part 74, Subpart K,
of the Commission's Rdes and
Regulations Relative to Community
Antenna Television Systems; and
Inquiry into the Development of
Communications Technology and
Services to Formulate Regulatory
Policy and Rule Making and/or
Legislative Proposals

Docket No. 18397-A

COMMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The Commission's Second Further Notice of Proposed

Rule Making and Inqui67 ("Second Notice") adopted June 24,

1970, invited interested persons to comment on a new

approach to the "difficult and complex" problem of regulating

importation of distant signals by community antenna tele-
\

virsion systems (CATVs), 35 F.R. 11045 (1970). The Commis-

sion candidly admits that it is searching for "an approach

to this distant signal problem which will afffimatively

assist the elements of broadcasting most requiring aid--

the independent UHF station and the public broadcasting



system (ETV), and will do so in a way which can be fair

to the copyright owner and will not undermine the healthy

operation of all other stations in these markets."

(Second Notice IA).

In order to achieve this goal of affirmative assistance

to broadcasting, the Commission proposes a complex plan

involving (a) certain copyright payments by CATV operators

on broadcast signals to eliminate "unfair competition" to

over-the-air broadcasters; (b) direct payments by CATVs

of 5% of their subscription revenues to educational tele-

\
vision; and (c) a compulsory arrangement whereby local

UHF stations would insert advertising (and obtain the

revenues therefor) in place of advertising contained in

the distant signal being imported. The copyright aspect

of the proposal woulerequire Congressional action.

For reasons, explained below, we recommend against

the adoptin of the Commission's proposals to affirmatively

assist over-the-air broadcasting by various subsidies and

restrictions against CATV. So far as the copyright issue

is concerned, we believe this is a separate policy question

which can be left to the Congress;in these circumstances,

liberalization of the existing restrictions on CATV carriage

of distant signals need not await Congressional action.

The Commission has also proposed certain rules

requiring CATV operators to provide channel space for

2



certain other public purposes -- including local govern-

ment channels, local public access channels, channels

for lease to third p'arties, and channels for instructional

use. (Second Notice '1117). On these questions of access,

we endorse the Commission's proposals that leased chan-

nels be made available to those wishing to offer pro-

gramming to CATV audiences; the remaining access proposals

(requiring CATV operators to subsidize various other

'public interest" endeavors by providing free channel

space) seem to us premature and perhaps erroneous. As

it Is, the cable system operator has an incentive to offer

his excess channel space to users who will either pay for

such space or will offer programming that will attract

more subscribers to the CATV system. This incentive may

prove sufficient to meet many public service needs.

II. INTEREST OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The Department of Justice is the executive agency

charged with responsibility for enforcing the antitrust

laws and protecting generally the public interest in a

competitive society. In discharging this responsibility,

the Department has offered comments in Docket No. 18397,
1/

the precursor of this inquiry. These comments are, there-

fore, presented as a further elaboration of the Department's

14 See Comments of United States Department of Justice
t. 18397, April 7, 1969 and September 5, 1969.
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views on these important matters relating to the regula-

tion of CATV,.and as an expression of its continuing inter-

est in. the competitiVe development of this potentially

important industry.

III. THE COMMISSION'S ANALYSIS 

Two premises pervade the Commission's analysis and

proposals with respect to importation of distant signals,

not only in this immediate proceeding, but throughout its

consideration of CATV problems: The first is that televi-

sion broadcasters are being subjected to "unfair competition"

froM CATV operators; and the second is that there is a

public interest in preserving marginal television broadcasters

from failure by various cross-subsidy devices and restrictions

aimed at CATV. We submit that both of these are 'incorrect

as a matter of policy.

1. Unfair Competition. The Commission's theory 'of

nunfair competition" is relatively simple: As a result of

the Supreme Court's decision in Fortniahtly  v.

United Artists Television Inc. 392 U.S. 390 (1968), CATV

operators do not have to pay copyright fees on broadcast

signals; and this, the Commission says, results in "unfair

competition" against, broadcasters who do have to pay copy-

right fees for programming.

4



Certainly the nrLtBig____.y..htl decision frees the CATV

operator from an expense which broadcasters must bear;

but if the Commission is to employ an aniysis based on

equating lower costs with "unfair competition," then

it cannot look at CATV cost savings in isolation. 2/

It has, for example, turned over to broadcasters publicly-

owned spectrum at no charges, and allows them to use it at

nominal charges. This publicly-owned spectrum, when

coml?ined with a broadcast transmitter, constitutes a pro-

grail delivery system which CATV operators cannot duplicate

at anything approaching the unit cost per viewer. Under

the Commission's analysis, this constitutes "unfair competi-

tion" by broadcasters against all other media of communica-

tions including CATV.

The Commission's basic error is misapplying the

concept of "unfair competition." If this concept is to

have any meaning it mut refer to specific acts by one

,competitor which are intended to harm others. See generally

Callman, The Law of Unfair Competition, Trademarks And

Monopolies, Ch. 2, "The Theory of Unfair Competition." By

2/ Our position on th2 copyright issue is that the pur-
pose of copyright legislation is to provide appropriate
reward for the creator of the copyrighted product; and
that the question of copyright liability for CATV operators
should be faced by the Congress from the perspective of
this goal, rather than from the perspective suggested by
the Commission of eliminating "unfair competition."

5



treating CATV cost savings as "unfair competition," the

Commission has obscured the basic public policy issues

with which it is confronted, and has introduced unnece-

ssarily emotional terminology into the making of policy

for both broadcasters and CATV operators.

2. Spe_cial Protection For Broadcasters. The

second Commission premise is that there is an affirmative

public interest in preserving over-the-air broadcasting -

particularly UHF broadcasting and educational television -

through various cross-subsidy devices and restrictions

aimed at CATV. There may be, as we have indicated in the

past, some public interest in maintaining some minimum

level of over-the-air television service; and such basic

service (consisting of one, two, or perhaps even three

stations) should be defined in terms of public need for

. -
some over-the-air service (e.g., for presidential meSsages,

public information to voters, and.so forth), rather than

the economic interests of the broadcasters. 3/ To achieve

3/ Comments of the United States Department of Justice,
fdc Docket No. 18397, September 5, 1969, p. 16. Carroll 
Broadcastin v. F.C.C., 258 F.2d 440 (D.C. Cir. 11)510,
irects t e Commission to consider economic consequences
only as they affict the public interest.
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this limited goal in particular cases, it may be appro-

priate for the Commission to place some case-by-case

limitation on CATV 6perations in particular areas. 4/

But, beyond this limited goal, we can find no justifica-

tion for favoring or subsidizing over-the-air broadcasting

at the expense of CATV. Both media offer vehicles for

reaching the public with news, entertainment, and other

programming. The Commission's responsibility for over-

the-air broadcasting arises, not because such broadcasting

is some form of "chosen instrument," but because radio

spdctrum space is so limited that Commission rationing

of it is necessary to avoid interference. Accordingly,

we strongly believe, except where basic minimum television

service is at stake, competitive restrictions should not

be placed on CATV to protect over-the-air broadcasting.

So far as subsidy to public television is concerned, we

believe that this goal (even if laudable) should be left

to the Congress and supported out of general revenues,

rather than being levied by the Commission against the

CATV industry.

4/ It is particularly anomdbus that the Commission's pro-
i5osal would protect only broadcasters in the top 100 markets,
whereas the most serious effects of distant signal importa-
tion and audience fragmentation would seem to be most
naturally realized by stations in the smaller markets.
See L.L. Johnson, relevidthestiCabae'estion of 
proterla2raljAnp,lsiclaa, Rand Corp.,R-595-MF (1970);
R.E. Fa-rk,----POICT--It-irmpact-of Cable Growth on Television 
Broadcasting. Rand Corp., R-587-FF (1970).
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The position of the Commission and many broadcasters

isi that extensive CATV development will cause a number

ofi marginal television broadcasters to withdraw from

broadcasting. If this prediction proves to be correct,

there need be no loss to the public interest if the viewing

public has found a more acceptable source of video pro-

grams. 5/ If scarce spectrum is conserved in the process,

an effective gain to the public interest will be achieved.

Properly understood the Commission's purpose must

be twofold: to make efficient use of spectrum space

considering all public interests, and to allow development

of a combination of broadcast and CATV programming which

will serve the public interest. Discrimination against

one media because it is newer or more efficient is unjusti-

fied.

IV. THE COMISSION'S DISTANT SIGNAL PROPOSALS 

The plan proposed by the Commission to govern the

importation of distant television signals would authorize

CATV systems operating in the top 100 markets to carry,

5/ This position is, we submit, consistent with the
nrroll decision, note 3 allip:_na. Hence, if CATV program-
aFFUT11 serve the public interest as well as a marginal
broadcaster, the Commission cannot concern itself with
economic effects of CATV on broadcasters individually.
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in addition to local signals, four distant non-network

slignals and an "unlimited" number of non-commercial

elucational stations' (subject to a veto right conferred

on the local educational television station). To the

extent that this approach to distant signal importation

represents a liberalizing step, we welcome it. The

plan would still place an artificial limitation on the

number of signals which may be carried to subscribers.

This limitation is rationalized by a desire to protect

existing and future over-the-air broadcasters. But if

over-the-air broadcasting is 'stripped of any arbitrary

preference, such a reason cannot justify such limitations. 6/

6/ Furthermore, recent studies and e%auations indicate
that basic Commission.assumptions regarding the impact
of CATV distant signal importation and audience frag-
mentation on independent UHF stations in the top 100
markets are erroneous. These authorities suggest that
CATV may in fact benefit these UHF stations more than
enough to offset the effects of predicted audience frag-
m6atation. L. L. Johnson, Cable Television and the 
Question of ProtectirT Local Broadcasti2a, Rand Corp.,
k4.5 3-MP 07"576); R.E. Park, Potentiar—Im act of Cable
Growth on Television Broadcastin , Ran Corp., R- 8.77FF
-a770-TETT—F-CC Sta Report, T e Economics of the  TV-
CATV Interface (1970).
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copyright is a separate issue from regulation of CATV.

From this standpoint the imposition of copyright payments

of the type proposed by the Commission in this inquiry,

for the carriage of distant television signals, would

seem unobjectionable as such, if Congress judged that

this was a suitable solution. 8/

The Commission would extend copyright liability also

to cover carriage by CATV operators to local signals.

This seems to be unnecessary. The television station

gets full benefit for its advertising rates from any

added coverage conferred by local CATV systems; and the

copyright holder can in turn be compensated for consequen-

tial increase in the economic value of the program to

the television station. In carrying local signals CATV

is most clearly a receiver and not programmer of copy-

righted material. Compare Fortnia supra, 392 U:S.

at 397-402.

8/ In considering its proposed modifications in the copy-
right area the Commission should, perhaps, also examine
the problem of long term exclusive program licensing and
its effect on independent broadcasters. Restricting or
eliminating long term program exclusivity may benefit UHF
independents and others by affording them wider access to
more desirable programming (possibly at prices they can
afford and without detriment to copyright owners or a
dampening of creative effort). See, e.a., L. Chazen and
L. Ross, Tql:11_ql_Eflpilation of ane Television: The
Visible H-„Hrif,--83- 1-1-arv. ETTOT—T7-20 (1970). Also Notice
of Pro osed Rule Makino., FCC Docket No. 18179, 33 F.R.
7158 1968) non-network program territorial exiusive agree-
ments).
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2. Commercial Substitution. Requiring CATV

sstems to delete the commercials carried on the

difstant signals whidh they would be permitted to import

and to substitute the commercials of local stations in

their place, in this context amounts to a complex form

of indirect subsidization. This is particularly true

in light of the fact that CATV systems may be required

to bear all or a substantial portion of the potentially

significant costs involved. We think it is highly

undesirable for one competitor to be required to sub-

sidize another. Resort to su-ch a drastic remedy is highly

exceptional; it could only be justified when some clearly

defined and overriding public interest compels such

action. We seriously doubt whether the application of

the measure proposed here can be warranted at all, let

alone on an across-the-board basis, in view of the

gFnerally stable condition of overall basic television

s'ervice. 9/

\ We think, also, that the successful development,

implementation, and performance of the commercial sub-

stitution function will necessarily impose on CATV

9/ See TV Broadcast Financial Data-1969; cf. Television
agest, ugust 2 pp 2-
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systems a burden which could have an adverse impact

on the overall development of the CATV industry, as

well as individual systems--particularly in the area

of meaningful program origination and the development

of cablecasting facilities.

Additionally, the plan would allow eligible

stations, which after two years could, in many markets,

include even local VHF stations, to agree on the proce-

dures for carrying out the substitution of local

co ercials. The Department finds this provision

objectionable in that it would present, potentially,

the opportunity for anticompetitive conduct such as

divisions of or agreements regarding the utilization

of the volume of local advertising made available by

the substitution provisin.

3. The "Public Broadcastin " Payment. The Commis-

sion would further condition the authorization to Lmport

distant signals upon the payment by CATVs of 5% of their

subscription revenues to "public broadcasting." While

it may well be in the public interest to provide additional

funds for the support and stimdation of noncommercial

educational televisiOn, we think that a direct subsidy

assessed against CATV alone is inappropriate, discrimina-

tory in nature, and would fix a financial burden on

13



many CATV systems that could very well impair their

development in the area of origination and origination

facilities. This is particularly significant in view

of the fact that CATV is destined, having the direct

encouragement of the Commission itself, to become the

vigorous competitor of educational television in offering

cdhural, instructional, public issue, and other minority

taste services.

The First 1122.911t and Order, Docket No. 18397, 20

FCC 2d 201 (1969), obligates CATV systems with 3,500

or -more subscribers to "operate as a local outlet by

cablecasting" and to have mailable facilities for local

program production. By that same order, the Commission

restricted advertising in conjunction with such cable-

casting--even while recognizing thatnnny CATV cable-

casting operations undertaken voluntarily were quite -

marginal, even with advertising support. Its decision

to regulate CATV advertising rested heavily on the fact that

because CATV enjoyed a base of revenue from subscriber

fees, "equal treatment" vis-a-vis broadcasters was not

compelled. We submit, therefore, that siphoning from

subscriber revenues at this stage of CATV development may

undermine the foundation nee6ssary for more than a minimal

14



origination effort. Such a result would frustrate

rather than further Commission g oals for the promotion

of greater diversity' and wider media access through an

effective utilization and stimulation of CATV.

* * *

The Department of Justice has emphasized in

earlier filings that broadband cable technology holds

the key to a new world of beneficial communications

services for all the people of the United States. And

we have consistently urged that the new technology be

peemitted to reach its full potential as a communications

medium. But for CATV to reach its full potential, it is

necessary that it be permitted to compete effectively,

on its merits, with dle broadcast and othcr mass media.

At the same time, we have recognized that it might

be necessary for the Commission, in fulfilling its responsi-

bilities under the Communications Act, to employ some

method of accommodating the public interest in at least

a "minimum level" of broadcast television services. 10/

10/ As we stated in our April 7, 1969 filing in Docket
TO, 18397:

The extent to which it is desirable to take
affirmative steps to insure preservation of
basic over-the-air television service as an
alternative to cable remains a difficult and
complex question, but it must be resolved
[footnote continued on next page]
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We have urged, and now repeat, that the public interest

in the benefits and protection afforded through competi-

tion, requires that .the regulatory methods chosen should

restrict individual choice and competitive opportunity

only to the minimum extent necessary. Cf., Silver v.

New York Stock Exchano.e, 373 U.S. 341 (1963); United 

States v. Third National Bank in Nashville, 390 U.S. 171

(1968).

The distant signal plan proposed in this proceeding

represents a very different approach. It constitutes in

large part an effort by the Commission to meet an economic

threat, which in its view, CATV poses to over-the-air

television services--particularly those of UHF stations.

The Department would conclude that this plan entails far

more than is necessa67 to protect the public interest in

some over-the-air television broadcast services. A less

restrictive and burdensome method.of meeting actual threats

to the public interest in the preservation of a minimum

level of television service can be effective in achieving '

the over-all aims of the Communications Act. Affording

10/ [continued]
on the basis of the public interest in an
efficient over-all communications system,
rather than the economic difficulties
(actual or imagined) of those with vested
interests in established communications
technology.

Comments of the United States Department

of Justice, FCC Docket No. 18397, April 7, 1969, p. 10.
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relief in individual market situations upon a showirlg, 

that distant signal importation threatens the maintenance

of minimum television service, for example, would ndt be

unreasonable, and would assure, further, that the right

of the public to have freedom of choice would not be

sacrificed needlessly where over-the-air service is

healthy.

V. ACCESS AND CHANNEL UTILIZATION 

The Commission has made important and potentially

far reaching proposals regarding the allocation, con-

strjiction, and utilization of origination channels and

facilities. 11/ The Department has already expressed

its view as to the importance of affirmative action to

insure access by independent programmers to CATV origina-

tion channels in its September 5, 1969 filing in Docket

No. 18397. 12/

11/ The Department of Justice expresses no view as to the
authority of the Commission over these aspects of program
origination. We merely assert that if the Commission has
'such authority, its exercise in the manner suggested in
these comments would be desirable from a competitive point
'of view.

12/ See Comments of the United States Department of Justice,
bUcket No. 18397, September 5, 1969, pp. 5-11.
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CATV systems have usually developed as "monopolies

iA fact" within the local areas they serve. Technological

and practical considerations governing the efficacy and

social utility of duplicating transmission facilities

have in part been responsible for this development. 13/

As we pointed out in our earlier filing, it is only to

the provision of the distribution facility itself that

the monopolistic considerations apply; but those con-

siderations, however, need be applied no further. Pro-

gramming can be carried on over any channels available

for origination by any person' having cablecasting equipment

or access to such facilities--provided that they are

permitted access to the distribution system.

It is an established prSnciple of antitrust law

that the fundamental ilational economic policy of competi-

tion enforced by the Sherman Act requires that a Jawful

monopolist controlling a unique resource must grant access

to that resource on equal and non-discriminatory terms.

13/ It has also been influenced by the utilization of
e7c.clusive franchises and the desire of franchising
authorities to reap monopoly profits. See Comments of
the United States Department of Justice, Docket No. 18892.
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See, Cameo, Inc. v. Providence Fruit & Produce Buildila,

194 F. 2d 484 (1st Cir. 1952), cert. den. 344 U.S. 817 (1952);

also Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1943);

and United States v. Terminal Railroad Association, 224

U.S. 383 (1912). The thrust of this principle is

equally applicable in the analogous context of the CATV

industry--especially in view of the great public interest

in having access to diverse viewpoints and ideas.

Insuring access to CATV facilities on a per program

or per channel basis will promote the achievement of

several important policy goals: it would create the

opportunity for competition for audience and advertisers

among independent program producers; it would promote

needed program diversity in all areas; it would guarantee

a free access to the communications media for individuals

and groups with diverse and conflicting viewpoints; and

it would create more selective (and hence economical)

outlets for small local advertisers. The overall effect

would be to alleviate the media control problem so far

as CATV was concerned.

Experience suggests that mere encouragement is

generally insufficient to prompt a monopolist to relinquish

19



any degree of power over a monopoly resource, especially

when such action may adversely affect the monopolist's

financial interests: Additional steps may be necessary

to insure the benefits to be derived from the competitive

utilization of origination channels. Accordingly, the

Department of Justice recommends that the Commission act

on its general proposal to make available to third parties,

either on a regular or a one-time basis, channels for

commercial and non-commercial programming. 14/ We believe

that such access obligations will, in the long run, promote

the over-all development and effective utilization of the

broadband wired communications technology. 15/

14/ Second Further Notice of Proposed Rule Makin and
Docket No. 176797=T733--F.R. 11045, fl048,'IA 6-17,

TIM). This recommendation of course assumes that the
Commission determines that it has necessary jurisdiction.

15/ We suggest, however, that a re-evaluation of some
COMmission policies may also be necessary to fully effectu-
ate the widest and most competitive utilization of origina-
tion channels. For example, the rule applicable to "pay-
cablecasting" (47 CFR §74.1121) bars from such service:
(1) feature films more than two years old (subject to a minor
exception)' (2) sports events televised in the community during
the preceding two years; (3) series type programs; (4) more
than 90 percent feature films and sports events combined; and
(5) commercial advertising. This rule appears so restrictive
that applied to leased channel operations it may eliminate a
commercially feasible basis for meaningful program origination
by potential local channel lessors.

20



The question of whether the Commission should go

further and allocate a specific number of channels for

such purposes as free use by local government and

political candidates, and free use by local citizens or

their groups, involves other considerations which may

be better served by additional experience and study.

This early stage of CATV cablecasting development,

especially the area of independent channel programming,

demands flexibility for experimentation and learning.

Deflnite channel allocations for specific purposes may

prove an unnecessarily burdensome restriction giving

rise to problems of effective channel capacity utilization.

There is no reason to bdieve, given broad general access

obligations and a reasonable cablecasting channel capacity

requirement, that the development of channel utilization

on a demand basis will not adequately serve the public

interest by providing an adequate opportunity for the

presentation of programming by all those who choose to

do so. It is not unreasonable to posit that the basic

diversity goals established by the Commission can be

achieved, with a minimum of regulatory action, through

21



the availability of channel time from system and leased 

channel 92f.rators. 16/ Certainly the low competitive

rates which can be expected fir such transmission time

will not constitute a burden on the tpe of expression

sought by the Commission. In fact an important conse-

quence of requiring free channels for candidates, local

individuals and groups may be to divert a potentially

important source of revenue from local channel cablecasters--

a result which could be especially significant for indepen-

dent commercial channel lessees, at least in the initial

sta e of their development. Furthermore, it is very

likely that local public issues will receive substantial

news and program coverage, not only on the system operator's

origination channel, but on those of independent pro-

grammers as well - this is certain to be the case if the

Commission should impose "local programming" requirements.

The question of access may be related to ourmrlier

point that the Commission not restrict absolutely the

number of distant signals which a CATV system may carry.

16/ We assume of course that CATV operators would not
Ue permitted to restrict in any way channel lessors from
"sub-leasing" their channel space or otherwise commercially
operating their channel, and thus competing with the system
operator in providing channel space.
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In theory, a policy allowing "unlimited" importation

of distant signals may preempt available CATV channel

capacity and thereby' foreclose independent local program-

mers desiring access to CATV chennel space. In practice,

however, the free operation of economic forces is likely

to resolve such a problem effectively, at least initially,

with a minimum of potentially disruptive regulatory

experimentation. Imported distant signals are not a

free good. The importation process costs the CATV

operator money--for equipment and carriage. Furthermore,

inJeasing the number of signals from additional areas

probably involves progressively increasing expense cost

for each additional distant signal added. Since there

is a positive cost for each distant signal (even excluding

a consideration of possible copyright liability), we can

expect that a system operator would not be inclined,

generally, to prefer a distant signal to a local programmer

willing to pay for channel space and whose programming

might attract more minority taste subscribers to the system.

A system operator, therefore, would be more likely to

replace distant signals with leased origination channels

as the demand for such space arose. If this should not

ultimately occur, the Commission might eventually have to
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require that a system operator not preempt with distant

signals space desired by an independent programmer

willing to pay for it. However, since complete elimina-

tion of distant signals might disrupt viewer habits

and adversely affect the ability of a CATV system to

retain subscribers, any such rule requiring access or

demand might have to be qualified to provide that the

system operator may retain at least some limited number

of distant signals even if he has unsatisfied demand for

channel space. Such excess demand would then result in

an increase in the price for channel space, and those with

less ability to pay or less attractive programs being

excluded 17/ (but an increased incentive to voluntarily

replace even the remaining distant signals with local ori-

ginators will also be created). At that point a number of

difficult issues are presented. Such a situation is a

long way off, and it may develop that new capacity is

17/ This is a complicated problem since a low paying
programmer who attracts to the system a number of sub-
scribers who would not otherwise subscribe is more valuable
to the operator than is a programmer who duplicates the
programs of other existing programmers. Of course, to
the degree that local programming offers programs like
those on the distant signals, the operator will have an
incentive to eliminate those signals which cost him money
and replace them with the locally originated programs.
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A 4-

added faster than demand for it grows. Hence the Depart-

ment urges that the Commission not try to resolve any

of these issues until it has had more experience with

the realities of local origination.

CONCLUSION 

The Commission has made proposals in this proceeding

which could have a substantial impact on the future

growth and direction of broadband cable systems. We

believe that in general the development of CATV, aid the

public interest, would be best served by the Commission

alloiqing the industry to achieve its full competitive poten-

tial in an atmosphere free of over-burdening obligations,

conditions and restrictions of the type proposed in this

Respectfully submitted, 

.0)proceeding.

RICH* W. TIcLAREN,
Assistant Attorney General
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

WA SiliNGTON, D.C. 20530

November 19, 1970

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Room 749
1800 G. Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Tom:

You will recall that many months ago, we pre-

pared a response to a letter from Senator Mike Gravel

requesting our views on a proposed statute to elimi-

nate common carrier stockholding and directorships in

Comsat.

Your comment at the time was that, while you did

not disagree with the conclusions, you felt that the

analysis was a little too detailed. Finally, I have

gotten around to paring it down along these lines. I

now enclose a copy of this more modern version.

The FCC also objected to the paragraphs at the

end on their regulatory activities. I intend to stick

to my guns on these provisions, since I feel that if

we do not include them, comments are not meaningful.

No doubt you will get this letter in due course

through the normal Budgtt clearing process. I hope

that it is satisfactory for your purposes. I don't

think that it would be possible to simplify the matter

much further.

Best wishes.
Sincetbly yours,

/7.-•
DONALD I. BAKER

Deputy Director of Policy Planning
Antitrust Division
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Honorable nike Gravel
United 2tates Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gravel:

This is in response to your letter of robruary 12,
1970, rcquesting comalcalts from the Autitrust Divisiouon a proposed draft amendiaent to the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 as mcnded ("1962 Act"), 47 ti.f;.C.g§701-744. This draft amcncimeat would, if enacted,
eliminate direct control cver the Communicatiox; Satel-lite Corporation ("Ccmsat") by the terrestrial communi-cations common carriers Cenrrir!rs"). It would do so
by (i) barring aay mpreseuntives of the carviers
sittin7, on the Board of 7)irecturc of Comsat ai:ter
January 1, 1971, and (ii) barring carriers frc,11 owningan shares of Comsat stock uftor January 1, 1972.

In general, we would favor enactment of ler,isla-tion along these lims to eliminate direct carriercontrol or influence over Comsat. ;;Lich a step n com-bined hopefully with some modificatica of rculatoryconstraints on Co7.1cat's activities (discusscd below),would si.(;nificantly enhances Comsat's competitive
potential.

The 1962 Act was a compromise. It ignored tradi-tional policies that restrict the coonon ownership andcontrol of competing modes or regulated business (e.g.,49 U.S.C.A. 0(14); 49 U.C.C.A. 578; 47 U.S.C.A. 014).Instead the 1D62 Act provided for extensive carrierownership of Comsat stock and for six carrier nomineesas directors of the corporr,tion. AG a result carrierscontrolled half the shares and more than a third of



DIroctorn. American Telephone & Telegraph Company,'

("AT&T) alone is by far the largest Comsat stockhaEder,

with 29 percent of tbe stock and 20 percant of thLtrBoard.

From the outset, this arrangemmt has been criti-

cized ao be inconsistent with the stated Congremzional

mandate "that the corporation created Comsat] . .

be so oranized and opernted as to maintain and strengthen
competition in the provision of eo:qmuniaations t;ervicos

to the pilblie" (47 U.S.C.A. 7O1(0). 030e, e.g.,
Legislation Note, The Cmsat Leto:! 19&t76 ilarv. L.

Rev. 3P, 393 (19647—= eritraz.:m tlas been reinforced

by experience. (See, e.g., Schmrtz, Cc-optlt

and the Virth Station3 So-. Problems ,)11:11,",lelciill

vaTs.--71 47-i—trkio-iyrazsv 0 rt
VrM.7,-ZiYErri-Ynsk Force on Communication Policy

(1960 s Chap. 2, p. 15).

Moreover, the carriers' stockholding and director-

ship arrangements in Comsat are contrary to the normal

antitrust prohibltions against anticompetitive stock

acquisition and director interlocks contained in Clayton

§g 7, 8 (15 U.S.C. 1; 13, 19). The prohibition of Clayton

57 applies vhere minority ovmerchip remits in the
probability of cnticorapetitive consequenaes, U.S. V.

duPont & Co., 353 U.S. 5G6, 542 (19Si7; and,

Urriiiii7-6Th.--irop)oaunity thereby affsIrded to . .

compel n relaxation of the full vigor ak . . . competi-

tive effort," the prohibition applies with equal farce to

directors appointed by such minority owner. Ilr.minn

Watch Co., v. Bc;nrus Vatch Co., 114 F. SITop. YU77-.)E7
19527-,iff=2176-77-.2d 733 (2d Cir. 1953), under

§8 of the Clayton Act, interlocking directorates nmong

competitors are per se violations. U.S. V. Senrs,

Roebuck & Co., 11:17F Th-.upp. 614 (S.DT1T.Y. 19LS77

In these circInstances, we believe that a good case

can be made for eliminating the direct carrier influence

over Comsat flowing from their shareholding and director-

ships. This approach in consistent with the Department's

original position in 1962 when the Attorney General empha-

sized that we "place great importance Gm competition be-

cause the communications industry is particularly susceptble

to domination by one company -- ATCAT."' acorinem on

2
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To summarize, we favor generally same legislation
along the lines of the proposa amendments, in order
to elimioate direct carrier control or influence over
Comsat. However, unless combined with at least 00M3
reversal of the YCC's deeision3 protecting exiting
carriers from satellite competition, such legislation
ia not likely to enhance sisnifieantly Comsat's come—,
petitive potential.

Sincerely yours,

RICHARD W. MIT.AKIN
Assistant 'Attorney Cc:neral

Ant4rust Division
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ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
ANTITRUST DIVISION

pcyznintent Tf Tuzfice
PriztiirThirt, p.c. 211530

SAN 7971

Honorable Mike Gravel
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gravel:

• if

- EL

This is in response to your letter of February 12,
1970, requesting comments from the Antitrust Division
on a proposed draft amendment to the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 as amended (111962 Act"), 47 U.S.C.
§§701-744. This draft amendment would, if enacted,
eliminate direct control over the Communications Satellite
Corporation ("Comsat") by the terrestrial communications
common carriers ("carriers"). It would do so by (i) barring
any representatives of the carriers from sitting on the
Board of Directors of Comsat after January 1, 1971, and
(ii) barring carriers from owning any shares of Comsat
stock after January 1, 1972.

In general, we would favor enactment of legislation
along these lines to eliminate direct carrier control or
influence over Comsat. Such a step, combined hopefully
with some modification of regulatory constraints on
Comsat's activities (discussed below), would significantly
enhance Comsat's competitive potential.

The 1962 Act was a compromise. It ignored traditional
policies that restrict the common ownership and control of
competing modes of regulated business (e.g., 49 U.S.C.A.
§5(14); 49 U.S.C.A. §78; 47 U.S.C.A. 014). Instead the
1962 Act provided for extensive carrier ownership of Comsat
stock and for six carrier nominees as directors of the
corporation. As a result carriers controlled half the
shares and more than a third of the directors. American
Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T) alone is by far the
largest Comsat stockholder, with 29 percent of the stock
and 20 percent of the Board.

From the outset, this arrangement has been criticized
as being inconsistent with the stated Congressional mandate
"that the corporation created [i.e., Comsat] . . . be so
organized and operated as to maintain and strengthen competi-
tion in the provision of communications services to the public"



(47 U.S.C.A. § 701(c)). (See, e.g., Legislation Note, The
CoMsat Act of 1962, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 388, 398 (1962)). —TEis
crftiEim has been reinforced by experience. (See, e.g.,
Schwarz, Comsat the Carriers and the Earth Stations - Some 
Problems iaTii-"Meldin  arieoate nterests," 76 Yale L. J.
441—(1967); Report o - the Presia7ntrT Task—Force on Communi-
cation Policy (1968), Chap. 2, P. 15).

Moreover, the carriers' stockholding and directorship
arrangements in Comsat are contrary to the normal antitrust
prohibitions against anticompetitive stock acquisition and
director interlocks contained in Clayton §§7, 8 (15 U.S.C.
§§18, 19). The prohibition of Clayton §7 applies where
minority ownership results in the probability of anticompeti-
tive consequences, U.S. v. duPont, 353 U.S. 586, 592 (1957);
and, because of the—TT-Opportunity thereby afforded to . . .
compel a relaxation of the full vigor of . . . competitive
effort," the prohibition applies with equal force to directors
appointed by such minority owner. Hamilton Watch  Co., v.
Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307,--717—(b77731-in. 1952), aff'd

106 Ft-2d-73N-(2d Cir. 1953). Under §8 of the Clayton Act,
interlocking directorates among competitors are per se viola-

tions. U.S. v. Sears,  Roebuck & Co., 111 F. Supp. 6'14 (S.D.
N.Y. 1953).

In these circumstances, we believe that a good case can

be made for eliminating the direct carrier influence over

Comsat flowing from their shareholding and directorships.
This approach is consistent with the Department's original

position in 1962 when the Attorney General emphasized that

we "place great importance on competition because the communi-

cations industry is particularly susceptible to domination by

one company -- AT&T." (Hearings on H.R. 10115 and H.R. 10138 

Before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

8701 Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 7-at 56-5 (1962) (tesamony of
Attorney General Kennedy)). Moreover, it is consistent with

the policy of this Administration of placing "more reliance

on economic incentives and market mechanisms in regulated

industries" so that "increased competition will eventually

make it possible to let market forces assume more of the role

of detailed regulation" in communications (Economic Report of

the President 108-109 (1970)).

The problem is, however, only partially one of the Comsat

corporate arrangements covered by the draft legislation.

Regulatory decisions by the Federal Communications Commission

have been at least as significant a factqr in limiting Comsat's

2



competitive potential vis-a-vis existing;cArriers.

•
Of particular significance is the FV:Irs Authorizye,d User

decision, 4 F.C.C. 2d 421 (1966), in which the Comffinsion
unanimously ruled that Comsat was to be Glily a "carriers'
carrier," precluded from retailing its serwices direct to
users (including the Government), except wnder "unique or
exceptional circumstances" to be determineA by the Commission.
However, because the Commission declared that it would
authorize direct Comsat service absent a reduction in the
carriers' rates "fully to reflect the economies made available
through the leasing of circuits in the satellite system," some
potential competition remained and was reflected in some very
substantial rate reductions made by the carriers.

This decision was followed the same year by the Commis-
sion's Earth Station decision further reducing Comsat's
potential to compete vigorously with the carriers. 5 F.C.C.
2d 812, 816 (1966). Here the Commission clecided (reversing
an earlier decision, 38 F.C.C. 1104(1965D that Comsat had to
share ownership of all earth stations with the carriers: 50
percent was to be owned by Comsat, with the balance apportioned
among the other carriers on a use basis. The day-to-day
management, and apparently, all equipment ,lesign and procure-
ment of the earth stations arc thus made by a joint operating
committee. made up of Comsat and the carriers.

To summarize, we favor generally some legislation along
the lines of the proposed amendments, in order to eliminate

li
direct carrier control or influence over Comsat. However,
unless combined with at least some reversal of the FCC's
decisions protecting existing carriers from satellite competi-
tion, such legislation is not likely to enhance significantly
Comsat's competitive potential.

S c e yours,

4 4

RICriARD W. McLAEN
Assistant Attorney G8neral

Antitrust DivisEon
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Wednesday 1/6/71

3:00 Coyt hand-delivered to Herb Stein, CEA, copies of pages 3,4, and 5
of the AT&T Transmittal No. 10989 on Inflation before the FCC.
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In the Matter of )
A4E11CAN TF.V.PHONE AND TELYGRAPU ) AT&T Tran r t al No. 109 i.;9

COX.PANY )
)

Revisions of Tariff FCC No, .263,
Revised Pages as Indic•eted on

)
)

Check Sheet Revislon 300t.h. )
) Docket No.

Lax DISTANCE TELEC0T1UNICATIONS )
SERVICE • )

)

PETITION OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

ON BEHALF OF '
ALL EXECUTjVE AC CIES ThE U-f;ITED STATr,S

FOR SUSPENSION AND INVESTIGATION.
AND FOR AN ACCOUNTING ORDER

CURTIS L. WAGNER, 311.
Chief, Regulatory Law Office

Office of The Judge Advocate Ceneral

Department of the Army
Washington, D. C. 20310

For
The Secretary of Defense

MAURICE j. STREET

Assistant C.nernl Counsel

General Services Administration

Of Courwel
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BEFORE THE

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20554

)
In the Matter of )
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPft
COMPANY

)
)

AT&T Transmittal No. 10989

)
Revisions of Tariff FCC No. 263,
Revised Pages as Indicated on

)
)

Check Sheet Revision 300th. )
) Docket No.

LONG DISTANCE T EL EC OMIT I CAT IONS )
SERVICE )

)

PETITION OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

ON BEHALF OF
ALL EXECUTIVE AGENCIES O'F THE UNITED STATES

FOR SUSPENSION. AND INVESTIGATION
AND FOR AN ACCOUNTING ORDER

Comes now the Secretary of Defense through duly authorized

counsel, on behalf of the Department of Defense and all other

Executive Agencies of the United States, and, pursuant to Section

204 of the Communications Act, Title 47 U.S.C. Section 204, and

Section 1.773 of the Federal Communications Commission's Rules

and Regulations, files this Petition for Suspension and Investi-

gation of those portions of American Telephone and Telegraph

Company's Tariff FCC No. 263, filed on 20 November 1970, to become

effective on 19 January 1971, which establish revised rates for
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•

Long 1):tance MeSsage Telecomnuoications F,ervice, (The revised

pages are set forth on Check Sheet Revision No. 300th) and f or

an order directing the carrier to keep accurate account of all

amounts received by reason of the involved tariff, should the

investigation not be conclud.,d within the suspension period, and

providing for refunds to the Executive Agencies of the United

States Government and any other injured persons should charges

under the tariff be found not justified. As grounds therefor,

the following is shown:

That he is duly authorized by law to make and file this

petition.

IT

That on 20 November 1970, the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company filed the ab6ve tariff to become effective on 19 January

1971. As indicated by the tariff, these items were filed to

establish revised increased rates for Long Distance Message

Telecommunications Service between locations in the Continental

United States (except Alaska). The Executive Agencies of the

United States are by far the largest users of AT&T's telecommuni-

cations service and facilities in the United States, purchasing

in excess of $400,000,000 annually. The current annual cost to

the Executive Agencies for Long Distance Telecommunications

service is approximately $40,000,000 per year, of which amount

approximately $13,000,000 is interstate.

2
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III

That there is nothing in the involved tariff previsions, the

letter of transmittal, nor the supporting statements that in

anyway justify the involved tariff or show that the proposed in-

creased rates are proper, just, and reasonable, or that the basis

upon which the rates are predicated is the proper basis to use.

Iv

That the rates and charges under the involved tariff for Long

Distance Telecommunications service are unreasonable, unjust and

therefore unlawful and place an undue burden on the customer or

ratepayer since they result in tremendous increases in rates

$385,000,000 annually, over those presently charged for the service

without any change in service or change in the conditions of service,

other than bookkeeping shifts resulting from the recent changes in

methods of separations between interstate and intrastate traffic,

and without any justification whatsoever. For example, the pro-

posed increases will raise the cost to the Executive Agencies for

Long Distance Telecommunications service by an estimated $1,080,000.00

annually over the current rates. An increase of the mamitude_al

$386,000,000 is clearly inflationar , and unrcaoiiable on its face,

particularly where there has been absolutely no showing of a need

to increase Long Distance rates to any extent. The Executive

Agencies believe that: an investigation of the proposed increased

rates will demonstrate that they are unjust, unreasonable, and

otherwise: unlawful.

3
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V

That to allow the proposed increases in Long Distance Tele-

communications rates to become effective would be directly contrary

to the public and national interests. AT&T alleges that the

proposed increased rates are necessary to (1) offset the new

separations methods shifting $130,000,000 of annual revenue re-

quirements from intrastate to interstate operations; (2) to recoup

the $150,000,000 reduction in revenucs resulting from inaccurate

estimates of economic and financial conditions; and (3) to improve

earnings to a level that will sustain the financial integrity of the

Bell system. Even the most casual lock at AWT 's reasons for the

proposed increases reveal that they are clearly faulty and without

merit. To begin wIth, there has been no showing that the bookkeeping

loss on interstate service resulting from new separations procedures

will not be more than offset by gains on intrastate service from

the shifts. Second, even if it were true that AT&T's estimated

income were short $150,000,000 its income still meets or exceeds

the lawful rate of return allowed by this Commission in Docket

16258. Third, the statements concerning AT&T's financial integrity

are everything but convincing. It is submitted that a rate in-

crease in the amount of $385,000,000 based solely on AT&T's self-

serving declarations, which are far from convincing, is not only
elleas....IIMIIIIM1101111110.0.11111111

an undue burden on the consuming public, but is clearly inflation

producing and directly contrary co the public interest.

4
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That. an escalating of AT&T's overall rate of return on

investment to 9.57 is so extreme that it can only be classed as

unconscionable. This pro)osed exorbitant increase in the rate of

return is the classic example of galloping inflation. It should
NIMWM1011.MOMMIIMMOMIMMIMMI.MINIMPIM.

be noted that AT&T's proposed increase in rate of return to 9.5%

is not limited to interstate business, but is a system with move

as Bell System Associated Companies are already beginning to make

requests to state regulatory commissions for increases in their rate

of return to 9.5%. Such an inflationary earnings level (Bell System

trend) should not be approved until the Commission has assured itself

that it is absolutely necessary in the public interest. Such a

showing has not been made by AT&T in connection with the instant

proposed increases in rates for Long Distance Telecommunications

Service and, the Executive Agencies of the Federal Government

sincerely believe that such a showing cannot be made. It is sub-

mitted that a full hearing and investigation will show beyond doubt

that AT&T's current approved rate of rettren is more than adequate

to fulfill all of its needs and attract necessary capital in the

market place.

WHEREFORE, petitioner prays that the proposed tariff pro-

visions increasing the rates for Long Distance Telecommunications

Service be suspended and not permitted to go into effect, that

the Commission enter into an Investigation of the tariff to

5
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411 determine just and rens.onable charges for Long Distance Tele

•

communications Service, that a thorough and complete investigation

of AT&T's rEquest for an increase in its overall rate of return

be made, and that the Commission further direct the carrier to

keep accurate account of all amounts received by reason of the

involved tariff, should the investigation not be concluded during

the suspension period, and to make refunds to the Executive Agen-

cies of the United States and any other injured persons should the

cha -,:ges under the tariff_ be found not justified.

MAURICE J. STREET
Assistant General Counsel
General Services
Administration

Of Counsel

-----1g12ectfujy submitted,

/

/

CURTIS--k. WAGNER, R.
Chief, Rgultory Law Office
Office of The--Tude\Advocate General
Department of tne,Army
Washington, D. C. '-.20310

FOR

TUE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

6



S
CEXT 31 1,1 C A E OF SER V. C E

I hereby certify that I have this day scrved copies of

the foregoing Petition for Suspension and Investigation and

for an Accounting Order upon American Telephone and Telegraph

Company by mailing the same by first-class mail, or air mail

where required, postage prepaid, to each at the addresses shown:

Bernard Strassburg
Chief, Common. Carrier Bureau

Federal Communicationp Commission

Washington, D. C. 20554

W. E. Albert
Administrator, Rates and Tariffs

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

Long Lines Department

32 Avenue of Americas'

New York, New York 10013

F. Mark Garlinghouse, Esquire

Vice-President
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
195 Broadway
New York, Neork 10007

Dated at Washington, D. C., this /7, . . _ . 

7
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-Decembe • 1970.
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1  I.------
CURTIS -1...,.. VIAGNER, JR.
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from U.S. Sen. MIKE GRAVEL, ALASKA

For Release Upon Receipt

Contact: Marty Wolf
(202) 225-6665

WASHINGTON, D. C. The Nixon Administration has endorsed
41111111111.11011110.0111012111111.11111111111111111

Senator Mike Gravel'. (D-Alaska) contention that communications
INV ANIMOINOW

carriers should be "eliminated" from the Board of Directors of the

Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT).

Senator Gravel today released a White House-cleared letter
from Assistant U.S. Attorney General 717777-77-71=771177nh
the antitrust chief said, "a good case can be made for eliminating
the direct carrier influence over Comsat."

The Justice Department letter was in reply to a Gravel letter
of February 12, 1970, requesting the Administration's views on the
Senator's proposed legislation to remove carrier representatives
from COMSAT's board and forcing the carriers to divest themselves
of some $140,000,000 of Comsat's stock.

Last February 12, Senator Gravel had written McLaren that
"There is little doubt that directors &.2.112..aggx..0 to inside
information and to Lt-Itiorgsa cost factors of any organization of
whose board they serve.'

The Assistant Attorney GenerallauLq. He wrote Gravel that
the Communications Satellite Act of T9-62—"ignored traditional
policies that restrict common ownership and control" of competitors.

(Carriers own over 35% of COMSAT stock. AT&T alone has 29%.)

Senator Gravel has been critical of Comsat's inherent weak-
nesse;73-76V=reeci,ad public services at low cost and lack of
aggressive management against competitors.

Criticism of Comsat's weaknesses "has been reinforced by
axperience," said McLaren and he went on to cite several antitrust
provisions against situations similar to those wherein the carriers
obviously overpower Comsat management.

In a statement on the floor of the Senate last September 10,
Senator Gravel had again attacked AT&T's rcile in Comsat's management
while AT&T was announcing its intention to lay another underwater
rans-Atlantic cable in competition to satellite communications.

At that time, Senator Gravel attacked influence over rComsat's
financial life-and-death" and said the whole communications issue
,7as not one of free competition but a game played with "a set of
loaded dice."

(continued)



"Since 1962 we have learned a great deal about satellite

communications that we did not know during the debates preceding

enactment of the COMSAT Act," said Senator Gravel. "I believe

it will be far easier now to correct mistakes of the past," he added
.

Senator Gravel said his new legislation would remove the

carriers from Comsat's board by January 1, l72, and force them

to divest themselves of Comsat stock by January 1, 1973.

McLaren also informed Senator Gravel that changes might be

required in past positions taken by the Federal Communications

Commission. Senator Gravel agreed but added that, "The FCC has

taken several encouraging new steps recently on this issue."

Senator Gravel added, "This is a complex subject and the posi-

tion taken by the Justice Department is an important benchmark as

regards a serious antitrust warning and a cry for corrective

legislative action."

"The whole area of social and public applications and the

improvement and quantity of all services, including educational

television and public broadcasting, are very much involved," he

said.

On September 18, 1969, Senator Gravel had introduced a bill

to break the FCC earth station policy at that time of split

ownership between Comsat and the carriers. The White House

position paper on telecommunications on January 23, 1970, c
„e.211,:ally.

su orted the Senator's thesis and the legislation was a
llowed to

Fie in committee. Senator Gravel felt that the FCC under a new

chairman should have time to adjust to the new White Hou
se

guidelines.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

January 7, 1971

PRESS RELEASE

Clay T. Whitehead, Director of Telecommunications Policy, when informed

of a press release today by Senator Mike Gravel concerning correspondence

with the Department of Justice on changes in ownership of the

Communications Satellite Corporation, issued the following statement:

"The ownership and organization of U. S. t:ommunications
carriers for the provision of international communications
services to andfrom the U.S. is one of many-important policy
areas for which the OTP has responsibility within the
Executive Branch. The Administration has formulated no
specific views regarding this policy area and has no plans for
the submission of legislation on this subject.

"This is a particularly important and complex area of commu-
nications policy that goes beyond antitrust concerns alone.
The OTP will take into account all pertinent considerations
before deciding what, if any, policy recommendations and
legislative proposals will best serve the national interests.

"The Justice Department letter was in response to
Senator Gravel's request for comments on specific draft
legislation prepared by Senator Gravel. While individual
departments respond to queries from Members of Congress
regarding particular legislative proposals in the ordinary
discharge of their responsibilities, such department comments
should not be interpreted as an Administration recommendation
of such proposals.

"The Justice Department letter, therefore, should not be
interpreted as an Administration endorsement of Senator Gravel's
proposal. "



Friday 1 /8 /71

4:00 Mr. John Morton, WUI, called to ask for a copy of 
the original letter

from Sen. Gravel to the Justice Dept. in February
. After checking

with Mr. Doyle, I told him he would have to get a c
opy from the Senator's

office.



Split AT&T
v h.

From Conisat,
Justice Asks

1.1y EP1:EN M. AUG
Star Staff V:Her

The Justice Departiesef—?
presumably with White House
backing — has callid for legisla-
tion that would force 4-1merican
Telephone :S. Telegeaph Co. and
other major communications
firms out of ownership and
management of Communications
Satellite. Coip., it. was learned
today.
The department's far-reaching

recommendations are expected
to be opposed strongly not only
by AT&T—which still owns 29
percent of Comsat stock—but
also by such other giants of the
communications industry as In-
ternational Telephone & Tele-
graph Corp., Western Union,
General Telephone & Eelctron-
ics and RCA Global Communica-
tions Inc.
The depart—eet's recommen-

dations also v.auld have the ef-
tect nt ovprturrim R(WPTA1 ma-
jor Fedesal Communications
Commission policy decisions.
These include:
• The so-called "authorized
user" decision under which the,
FCC ordered that, generally,
Comsat may sell its services
only to other communications
firms—such as AT&T. irr—and
not directly to customers.
e The earth station ownership
decision under which the FCC
.decicied that Coinsat should own
only half of each earth station
buil:, and that the communica-
tions firms should share owner-
,ship of the other half. Comsat

THE EVENING STAR
Woshington, D. C., I harsclay, Janwiry 7, /971
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Continued From Page A-1. ing ownership and management
usually is the manager of these interests over a competitor.
.stations, which receive and
transmit signals between the
satellites and terrestrial equip-
ment such as telephone lines.
The Justice Department's rec-

ommendations are contained in
.a letter sent two days ago to
Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,
who, it was underst=i, plenned
,to make them public late today.
Gravel asked some time ago
that the department's antitrust
division investigate the links be-
tween Comsat and the other
communications firms. Justice's
answer came from Assistant
Atty. Gen. Richard W. 'AlcLaren,
in charge of antitrust matters.
AleLaren believes that the

Communications Act of 1962,
which set up Comsat, and later
FCC decisions have resulted in
activities that are contrary to
long-standing antitrust law— uirectors representing communi-principally those regulations ce !sone firms; :.!--ee are fromthat torbid a company from hav- -AT&T. Tile nue.ee, of COMMUI11-

Pat innq firm diropf nrc 1,a4:

dined as the firms have sold
their Comsat stock.
Aside from selling its services'

to the other communications
firms, Comsat competes with
them. Thus there ere continuing
scraps al the FCC over svhether
international communications
should betransmittedvia
cable —o wiled largely by
AT&T—or by satellite.
The Juetice Department be-

lieves that true competition be-
tween the competing mocks of
communication can be accom-
plished only by divorcing Cemsat
entirely from the other compa-
nies.
Although the Justice Depart-

ment viewpoint is expressed in a
letter signed by McLaren, in-
fotmed observers suggested it
would not have been sent had
there bcen strenuous objections
elsewhere in the administration.
'AT&T purchased its 2.9 million

share.s of Comsat for .S58 million
in 19t13. At present market
prices its holdings are worth
about $145 million.

Officials at AT&T hnd no im-
mediate COM mut.
Cotnsat offieials have main-

tained silence ripparently be-
cause AT&T not only is a major
owner and is represented on the
'board, but also is Comsat's big-
gest customer. Comsat has,
however, urged the ICC to re-

Gravel originally had asked
the Justice Denertment to study
AT&T ceetere".ip rnd its place-
ment or company officials on the
Comsat board. AT&T owns 2.9
rnillion Comsat shares. Other
communications firms ov.ai an-
other 2CO,C00. Tee second largest
owner is ITT, veal about 100,000
shares.
ITT and other firms have sold

most of their Ceansat shares.
Under the 1962 act that set up
the corporation, communications
firms could own 50 percent of i
Comsat stock, and the public the
remainder.
Under the original plan, there

were 15 directors—six publicly
elected, six from communica-
tions firms end three oppointed
by the President. At present,
however, there are only four



THE SUNDAY STAR
Washinyton, a C.
January 10, 1971

White Housl
Denies Man
For Comsat
An administration official has

denied reports that the White
House is backing proposed legis-
lation that would force major
commvnicatiens firms n•it
ownership and management of
the Communications Satellite
Corp.
In a prepared statement. Clay

T. Whitehead, director of tele-
communications policy within
the executive office of the Presi-
dent, said:
"The Administration has for-

mulated. no specific views re-
garding this policy area and has
no. plans for the submission of
legislation on this subject."

Whitehead's statement follows
the earlier release of a Justice
Department letter to Sen. Mike
Gravel. D-Alaa, which recom-
mended far-reaching legislation
that would divorce American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and
other communications giants
from ownership and active par-
ticipation in Comsat policies.
"The Justice Department let-

ter was in response to Sen.
Gravel's request for comments
on specific draft legislation pre-
pared by Sen. Gravel . . . The
letter, therefore should not be
Interpreted as an administration
endorsement cf Sen. “rFvel's
proposal," the Whitehead state-
ment said.
Justice Department sources

said earlier that if the White
House had strongly objected to
the department's recommenda-
tions it would not have allowed
the letter to be released to Sen.
Gravel.



2 5 1971

Mr. Fred J. Ruge
2420 First Avenue
Box 517
Seattle, Washington 98121

Dear Mr. Ruge:

The President has asked me to reply to your telegram of

January 9 concerning transfer of the Alaska Communications

System to RC:, Llaska Communications, Incorporated.

As you are no doubt aware, the Alaska Communications
Disposal Act, 81 Stat. 441 (1967), provided for transfer of
the System by the Secretary of Defense, with the approval

of the President, The President gave his requiEite approval
to the transfer on June 25, 1970, after thorough consideration
of all factors involved. Subseauently, approval was also
obtained from the Alaska Public Utilities Commission and
the Federal Communications Commission.

Since the long-pending transfer has now been completed in

accordance with applicable laws, we think no further action

on our part can be taken.

Sincerely,

Si gnect

Clay T. Whitehead

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Doyle

SEDoyle/ec/213an71
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

REFERRAL

To: Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy

Date: January 11, 1971

ACTION REQUESTED

Draft reply for:

  President's signature.

  Undersigned's signature.

 Memorandum for use as enclosure to
reply.

Direct reply.

Furnish information copy.

--X— Suitable acknowledgment or other
appropriate handling.

Furnish copy of reply, if any.

For your information.

  For comment.

NOTE

Prompt action is essential.

If more than 4.8 hours' delay is encountered,
please telephone the undersigned immediately,

Code 1450.

Basic correspondence should be returned when
draft reply, memorandum, or comment is re-
quested.

REMARKS:

Description:

Letter: X Telegram: Other:

To: The President

From: Fred J. Ruge, 2420 First Avenue, Box 517, Seattle, Washington

Date: 1/ 9 / 71
Subject: Says the public interest requires a new call for bids in the case of Alaska

Communications System to be transferred on Jan 10 to RCA Alaska

Communications, ,Inc.

rah

By direction of the President:

Noble M. Melencamp
Staff Assistant

to the President
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WHA334 1030P EST JAN 9 71 (49)CTA367

PRA356 PR SEC192 LB PDC SEATTLE WASH 9 459P F4(11:X.:

PRESIDENT RICHARD M NIXON ,

THE WHITE HOUSE
PEYN

1600 -4110.44 AVE NORTHWEST WASHDC 20500

IT IS PUBLICLY REPORTED OTHAT ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

IS TO SE TRANSFERRED ON 10 JAN 1971 TO RCA ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS,

INC THE PROCESSING OF ALL BIDS FOR ACS, INCLUDING RSA'S 310,

VIOLAFD 40 U.S.C. SEC. 4 7J4 (E) -(2) (40

ATD OUR GROUPS HIGH BIL FOR ACS HAS STILL NOT BEEN CONSIDERED
3 0

THC GIVERNENT. UNTIL NEINDILEGAL BIDING ON ACS TAKES PLACE,

ALL PERSONS FACILITATING ANY TRANSFER OF ANY PART OF ACS

BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR UNLAFUL TRANSFER OF FEDERAL PROPERTY.
A

THE PUBLIC INTEREST REOUIRES A NE": CLL FOR BIDS, AND CO!OPLIANCEA
2

WITH THE LAW FOR DISPOSITION OF THE SYSTEM

FRED J RUGE 2420 FIRST AVE BOX 517 SEATTLE WASH 98121

0 F:s1 31

-'50q c;

•.•
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• ' GSA tEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

- Memorandum
Mr. Doyle

FROM 16i L
I nneth Robinson

SUBJECT:

DATE:
13 January 1971

Telegram from Fred J. Ruge complaining that the sale of the Alaska

Communications System to RCAC was unlawful.

have checked with these persons so far:

(a) Justice- the "approving" agency there was Mr. Joseph Saunders, Chief, Public

Counsel Section, Antitrust Division [(187)2515]; by delegation the Antitrust Division

passes on these surplus property sales. Mr. Saunders has not returned the call.

However, I doubt whether the Antitrust Division ever considered something as basically

mechanistic as evaluating the steps of the bidding process.

(b)FCC- The Commission's General Counsel's Office has no knowledge about the matter

apparently; they had no idea who passed on the matter, or when. I was referred to

a Mr. Bill Jensen, Chief of their Enforcement Bureau. He knew nothing but

promised to return the call with the necessary information.

(c) Air Force - The Air Force handled the sale of the system under a delegation

from GSA, which normally handles these things. I talked with Mr. Richard Bonney in

their General Counsel's Office [(11) 75608]. He supplied the following chronology:

(1) the original request for offers was sent to 33 interested parties, including
Mr. Ruge on 28 October 68. It set March 1, 1969 as the due date for offers.

(2) on January 1, 1969, the terms of the original request for offers was slightly
amended; these changes were mailed to all parties, including Mr. Ruge on 17 January.
The change order stated that the original due date was still 1 March.

(3) on February 28, 1969 letters were sent to all parties, including Mr. Ruge stating
th the due date was still I March.

v U.S. SatinELBonds RePtelarlv on the Paw-oil Savings Plat; 16
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(4) on 1 March six offers for the system were submitted; Mr. Ruge did not submit a
bid.

(5) on 3 March the Air Force received a letter from Mr. Ruge complaining about the
bids in some nondescript fashion, the putative upshot of the letter being that
he claimed that when the request for offers was amended back in January, the due date
for offers should have been extended beyond March 1. The Air Force wrote back asking
him to be more specific about the matter. He has not responded so far.

(6) Of the six offers, one was rejected as nonresponsive; one of the offers was
for only one of the exchanges in the system[by the Matanuska Cooperative Teleph. Co.].
Four of the bids were for the entire system. RCAC was awarded the system.
On 25 June the President signed the necessary authorizations. On July 1 the award
was made formal.

(7) Secretary Laird's Office received a telegram similar to the one the White House
received on January 9.

The law

Mr. Ruge's te3egram ctates that the sale is in contravention of 40 U.S.C.
Sec. 484 (e)(2)(3), a provision in the act governing disposal of surplus property
by the Administrator of GSA. It should be noted that GSA delegated their
interest in the whole ACS sale to the Air Force.

Sec. 484(e)(2)(B) requires that when surplusage is disposed of by the
Administrator, and the sale is of a type that requires "public advertising for bids,"
theeall bids shall be publicly disclosed at the time and place stated in the
advertisement."

Sec. 484(e)(3), however, exempts from the routine mechanics -- advertising,
opening, and the like -- disposals of a variety of public-interest types,
including disposals

" otherwise authorized by this Act or other law."
Sec. 484(e)(3)(I)

It is my understanding that the ACS sale was pursuant to a specific act [ our
library does not have a copy]. Hence from a strictly legal standpoint,
the Air Force has done far more than they would have had to do otherwise; if
they had wanted to insist on the law, they apparently could have negotiated the
sale privately, and not violated Sec. 484(e) at all.

I believe that the appropriate thing to do in this instance would be
to adapt Mr. Hall's proposed letter, and send it. I would recommend against
setting forth in a letter any variety of legal argument or defense, for not
only is it technically unlawful for a federal lawyer to do so vis a vis a
private citizen -- a convenience the Justice Department utilizes frequently--
but if we were to get specific, we could prejudice or unduly stricture the

Government should this fellow decide to exercise his rights in a court.

(



Tuesday 1/26/71

2:45 After talking with Mr. Zapple, Mr. Doyle said all mail.to go to
Sen. Pastore should be sent to Mr. Zapple first. Otherwise, it
bypasses him completely.



January 26, 19 71

To: Don Baker

From: Tom Whitehead

Per our conversatinn.
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2/12/70 - ltr to Justice Dept. from Sen. Gravel requesting comments from
Antitrust Division on a proposed draft amendment to

Communications Satellite Act.

5/6/70 Copy of draft reply putting a hold on the letter -- to be forwarded
to DAG's office for review and mailing after Mr. McLaren signs.

5/19/70 - Letter to Director Robert Mayo (BOB) from Richard Kleindienst
(Deputy Atty. Gen., Justice) enclosing a copy of a draft reply to
Sen. Gravel re his proposed draft amendment to Comsat act of 1962.

6/22/70 - BOB Legislative Referral of draft reply of Justice to the Sen. Gravel
letter. (recd. 6/30)

7/7/70 - Wm. Plummer draft reply to referral of 6/22/70
suggesting Mr. Whitehead release it if he agrees.

7/8/70 - At Mr. IN-hiteheadrs request, Steve Doyle reviewed.
Called Mr. Plummer's office and suggested that DTM response
should be that they would defer any comment until the new Director
is sworn in (as Mr. Whitehead would be in a position of approving
DTM and the White House approval).

7/9/70 - Mr. Plummer memo to Bill Fischer, Asst. Dir. for Legislative
Reference in response to the 6/22/70 referral -- suggesting
that inasmuch as the Director of Telecommunications Policy
has not.yet been qualified and commissioned, there is no one in
a position to make authoritative comment.

7/15/70 - Bill Fischer called about the draft letter to Sen. Gravel; we suggested
he call Don Baker as he and Mr. Whitehead discussed it and Justice
is going to rewrite the letter to Sen. Gravel.

(7/18?) 9/18/70 - Note to the file from Plummer advising that he had phoned Mr. Fische
to the effect that Mr. Whitehead had told Justice (McLaren) of his
difficulty with the Justice letter to Sen. Gravel and that Justice had
agreed to rewrite the letter. Fischer said the information was
sufficient and he does not need a memo.

11/19/70 - Letter to Mr. Whitehead from Don Baker, Justice, enclosing a
redraft of the letter to Sen. Gravel.

12/11/70 - Letter to Don Baker indicating there is no objection from OTP.

1/5/71 - Letter to Sen. Gravel from Richard McLaren, Justice (replying
to his letter of 2/12/70 requesting comments on proposed draft
amendment to the Communications Satellite Act of 1962).



1/7/71 - Press Release from Sen. Mike Gravel -- stating he is
"keleasing a Wh,ite House- cleared letter from Asst. U.S. Atty. Gen.
Richard McLaren in which the antitrust chief said a good case
can be made for eliminating the direct carrier influence over Comsat.

1/7/71 - Press Release from Clay T. Whitehead, Director, BOB, stating
"the Justice Dept. letter should not be interpreted as an
Administration endorsement of Sen. Gravel's proposal. "

1/14/71 - Letter to Mr. Whitehead from Sen. Pastore re an apparent
conflict in the exchange of letters between Justice and Sen. Gravel.

1/26/71 - Mr. Whitehe-ad's reply to Sen. Pastore's letter of 1/14/71.
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'EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRILSIDENT

OFFICE OF TEL.COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

VAS;;ING.:::::1, C.C. 20504

2.6, 1971

Honorable john O. Pastore •
'United States Senate
. Wei.ukington, D. C. 20515

. Dear Senator Pa.storc:

r!r* rCTOR

Th-_-_nlc. you for your letter of ji-...nuary 14th. I shall try to answer
in some detail the questions which it raises.

Your letter was prompted by a series of events initiated by the
lettc,,r to Senator Gravel from the Antitrust Division of the
Department of justice. That letter stated that the Departz-r.c.-mt
would favor enactment of legislation to eliminate direct common-carr5er contrc.)1 or influence over although pointing

. •,.6-1;54 step alc,ne LA 0. z..J.g1L__....;:tilt
„a-1"c.° ThIS

WaSZ the response of one agency of the executive branch to a.
legislator's inquiry concerning one of the many possible effects of
his proposed legislation -- namely. its effect upon the maintenPnce
of.healthy cornpeUtion, which is the primary concern of th,7.
.4.2.-11.---Itrust

• It is most appropriate and desira.ble that the legislative bra.nch be
able to obtain from the executive branch such a. narrowly focused
response. I have not interpreted the OTP responsibility of coor-
dinating the telecommunications a.ctivities of the executive branch

- as a. commission. to suppress the expression by the various executive
branch agencies of their views Nvith respect to the impact of com-
munications matters upon their respective a.reas of peculiar
competence. To provide another concrete illustraEon, I ex-pcct that
the General Services Ath-r_inistration and thc Department of Defense
will continue to appear in State a.nd Federal communications rate
proceedings in their capacities as representatives of the government
as consumer. Such narrowly focused expressions of view by the

•
.• ••..

4
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agcncies may or may na'. agree with the conclusionsthir Office; it is our function to ey-aluate communications policyDroposals not only from thr--ndpoint of their effeztiv:...... in;al-010ring. individuals oojeci.7.--es, but also on the basis of their netsirability,vhen all aspects of national concern arc taken intoaccount.

TMs distinction between my Office's statement of the Ach-ninis'tration's
position on communications matters and the expression of viewsby other executive agencies is, I think, generally understood. Inthe case of the Antitrust Division's letter to Senator Gravel, how-ever, I felt that the press accounts had presented the Division'sviews concerning antitrust effects as the Administration's positionconcerning overall-desirability. It was for this reason that: I issuedmy clarifying statement of January 7th.

Let me now turn to your specific request that I inform the Committeeof the Administration's overall policy with respect to internationalcommunications. In implying that such a policy has already beenformulated, the press report of January 7th was simply erroneous.‘The Office- of Telecorm-nunications- Policy has established as en .of.its rity projPc-I-RtHc.nt-j-retion of intcznatiia..1
•Cess.. • .c..hc-mie• .1 S s ilnci the. economic,_ operational,- and political implications of

..fauch,matters as_you7refer-to in' your letter:. As you are aware, this- is a particularly complex and important field, never before compre-hensively addressed by the government as a whole. In .spite of severe
.sta.ff "arid1D'udgetary limitation.-, we are well into the study 4 We willsubmit recommendations for consideration by your Committee assoon a:, possible -- hopefully b)--r - Midyear.-°`Ithese recommendationswill seek to take account of the views of all governmental agenciesconcerned, all segments of the industry, and the public.

- I-personally appreciate the concern which your letter demonstrates,that this Office realize the high hopes which Congress had inauthorizing its creation -- that it serve as the vehicle for theformulation and development of a truly broad and coordinated national
communications policy. I assure you and the other members of your
Committee that we are bending every effort to that end.

Sincerely, .•

/". •

Cray T. Whitehead
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WARR,H 0. MAGI.PP-^H. WAsH., CHAIRMAN

.101.4.10. PAST°. r. R.1.0 'NORRIS COTTON. N-11.

VANCE NANTKF. IND. HUGH SCOT. PA.

PHILIP A. 14An1. mte.M. WINSTON L. raoure. VT.

HOWARD W. CA NN,N. NFV. lANITC 0. rCARsope. KANs.

RUSSELL D. LONG. LA. . ROBERT P. GRIFFIN, MICH.

FRANK I. MI/ST, k/...T1 HOWARD H. •AKER, JR., TENN.

IFFINEST I. HoLLINk.s. s.C. ..... ES E. GOODELL, N.Y.
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WILLIAM D. SPOHG, JR., VA.

rnEDILAICX J. LORDAT1. STAIF, DIRECTOR
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SMafez Zercafe
COM MITTEE ON COM M ERCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

January 14, 1971

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
.Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

As you will recall, when you appeared before the Committee
in July of last year I set out in considerable detail the history
of the Committee's attempts to urge the interested agencies of
Government to adapt an overall telecommunications policy. My
reasons for doing so were twofold.

For some years now many people in Government and industry
have maintained that our failure to have such a policy, partic-
ularly with regard to international telecommunications, has
contributed significantly to the problems and uncertainties we
face in the field of telecommunications.

Secondly, the new Office of Telecommunications Policy which
you now head would, by the terms of Reorganization Plan No. 1
creating it, "be the President's principal adviser on all tele-
communications policy," and "help coordinate and formulate
Government policies concerning a wide range of domestic and
international telecommunications issues." .

•
As early as 1964, the Intra-Governmental Committee on Inter-

national Telecommunications was foymed in response to the concern of
business and Government leaders about the present structure of
companies forming our Nation's commercial overseas telecommunications
system. The report and recommendations of that Committee were
submitted to the Congress in 1966. That report stated legis-
lation would be necessary to implement the recommendations
contained therein, and specific proposals would be forthcoming.
For whatever reasons, they never were.

Then, in 1967, President Johnson appointed a task force of
distinguished officials to make a comprehensive study of communi-
cations policy. The report and recommendations of that Task Force
were submitted to President Johnson, but Administrations changed
before it was released. When it was released, we were told it
was being studied.
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Page Two
January 14, 1971

Most recently came Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970, and
Executive Order 11556 implemnting it. In view of the stated
purposes of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, and the
broad authority given the 2irector of that Office, it seemed
to me we might be on the threshold of achieving what had
eluded us for so long--an o..-era11 telecommunications policy.

I am therefore.perple.>oed by the recent letter of the Anti-
trust Division of the Deearoment of Justice, as well as an
article which appeared in the January 10 edition of The Wash-
ington Star.

In his letter, the Assistant Attorney General, Mr. McLaren,
said the Department would favor enactment of legislation elim-
inating direct common - carriev control or influence over COf‘SAT,
and that such a step would hopefully be combin2d with some
modirleation of regulatory constraints placed on COVISAT's
activity by the FCC's Aueher;zed User and Earth Station decisions.
Such actions would, accordin-L to the Department's letter,
"significantly enhance CCY_SAT's competitive potential."

In commenting on that letter in a statement issued on
Januaoy 7 you stated, "The ownership and organization of U.S.
communication services to and from the U.S. is one of many
important policy areas for which the 0.T.P. has responsibility
within the Executive Branch. The Administration has formulated
no specific views.regardEng this policy area and has no plans
for the submission of legislation on this subject."

However, the artsicle apoeariog in the J'anuary 10 edition of
The Washington Star stated that Justice Department sources said
that if the White House had st,-onoly cbjected to the Department's
recommendations it would not have allowed the letter to be
released.

Added to these recent event.s is the fact that the Communi-
cations Satellite Act of 13.o'..2 requires the President to transmit
to the Congress an annual report to include any recommendations
for additional legislative or other action which the President
may consider necessary or desirable for the attainment of the
objectives of the Satellite Act. So far the Congress has received
seven such annual reports including one in 1970 and not one of
them has recommended a le;islative modification on the subject of
the Department's letter.

In- view of the apparent conflict on thj_s most urgent matter
which can only portend further delay, I am requestinj, that you as
chief coordinator and spo%eselan for the Administration on tele-
e-----,- e.ttere 01"—;1 4" of 1)'n Adm!nisttgationi-
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January 14, 1971

•

If the United State
s is to maintain its leaders

hip in the

dynamic field of commu
nications both domesticall

y and inter-

nationally, a sound, effe
ctive overall policy with app

ropriate

guidelines must be evolve
d.

For your informltion I
 have forwarded a copy of 

this letter

to the Attorney General of
 the United States, the Sec

retary of

Defense, the Secretary of 
State, and the Chairman 

of the Federal

Communications Commission.

John

. Chairman

Subcommittee on Communic
ations

'glob
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lation that would force ma;or
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"The Justice Depart:no::: let-
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Gravel's request for comments
on specific draft le;islation Pre-
pared by Sen. Gravel ... 'The
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TEL7..CCNIMUNICATIONS POLICY
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January 7, 1971
. . •

PRESS RELEASE

• ••• r.••• •
h.. • • -0..4( • 01.:.ge" • 4

6 • .• • •(' • •cc\, . .
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'
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.? • . c.)

Clay T. Whitehead, Director of Telecommunications Policy, when informed

of a press release today by Senator Mike Gravel concerning correspondence

with the Department of Justice on changes in ownership of the . •

..,,r-!•-•• •

Communications Satellite Corporation, issued the following statement:
-:•-:

•

"The ownership and organization of U. S. communications• carriers for the provision of international communicationsservices to andfrom the U.S. is one of many-important policyareas for which the OTP has responsibility within the•Decut..:ve Branch. The Administrai.lun has formulated nospecific views regarding this .policy area and has no plans forthe submission of legislation on this subject.

"This is a particularly important and complex area of commu-nications policy that goes beyond antitrust concerns alone.The OTP will take into account all pertinent considerationsbefore deciding what, if any, policy recommendations andlegislative proposals will best seive:the national interests.
6 •

•

"The Justice Department letter was in response toSenator Gravel's request for comments on specific draftP. legislation prepared by Senator Gravel. While individualdopartn-lenls respond to queries from Members of Congressregarding particular legislative proposals in the orainarydischarge of their responsibilities, such department commentsshould not be interpreted as an Administration recommendationof such proposals.

"The justice Department letter, therefore, should not beinterpreted as an Administration endosement of Senator Gravel'sproposal."
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Split AT&T
From Comsat,
Justice Asks 

. By SliartIEN M. AUG
• Star Staff V:r.u.

The Justice Departia:nt—i
presumably with White House
backing — has called for legisla-
tion that would force American
Telephone Z.'. Televoaph Co. and
other major communications
firms out of ownership and
management of Communications
Satellite Coip., it was learned
today.
The department's far-reaching

recommendations are expected
to be opposed strongly not only
by AT&T—which still owns 29
percent of Comsat stock—but
also by such other giants of the
communications industry as in-
ternational Telephone & Tele-
graph Corp., Western Union,
General Telephone & EeIctron-
ics and RCA Global Communica-
tions Inc.
The depart —ent's recommen-

dations also v.ould have the ef-
feet et nverturniner spveral ma-

jor Fedeeal Communications
Commission policy decisions.
These include:
o The so-called "authorized
user" decision under which the,
FCC ordered that, generally,
Comsat may sell its services
only to other communications
firms—such as AT&T. ITT—and
not directly to customers.
o The earth station ownership
decision under which the FCC
"decided that Comsat 5hould own
only half of each earth station
built, and that the communica-
tions firms ehould hare owner-
ship of the other half. Comsat

• • •

THE EVENING STAR
Washington, D. C., ThJisdc.,y, Jonuvi 7, 1977

COMSAT
...MO • 11••••••••••••••••

U.S.
swrgye •

1 les LJ.114 , /rig ;1 14• 71 re'g
1
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Continued From Pae'e A41 in ownership and menagement
usually is the manager of these interests over a competitor.
.stations, which receive and Gravel originally had a,ked
transmit signals between the
Ent.c.thics and terrestrial equip-
ment such as telephone lires.
The Justice Department's rec-

ommendations are contained in
'a letter sent two days ago to
Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,
who, it was understocz!, planned
sto mal;e them public late today.
Gravel asked some time ago
that the department's antitrust
division investigate the links be-
tween Comsat and the other
communications firms. Justice's
answer came from Assistant
Atty. Gen. Richard W. McLaren,
in charge of antitrust matters.
McLaren believes that the

Communications Act of 1962,
which set up Comsat, and later
FCC decisions have resulted in
activities that are contrary to
long-standing antitrust. law— ziireetors representing communi-priinipally those reeulations (.,r.,i0nr firms; aro from
that torbid a company from hay- AT&T. The nuialse. of communi-
  ratkme firm rilrorf nrc 110,:

dined as the firms have sold
their Comsat stock.
Aside from selling its services'

• to the other communications
firms, Comsat competes with'
them. Thus the are continuing
scraps at the FCC over whether
international communications
should be transmitted via
c able —o wiled largely by
AT&T—or by satellite.

• Tim Justice Department be-
lieves that true competition be-
tween the competing modes of
communication can be accom-
plished only by divercine Comsat
entirely from the other compa-
nies.
Although the justice Depart-

ment viewpoint is expressed in a
letter signed by McLaren, in-
conned observers suegested it
tvould not have been sent had
there been strenuous objections
elsewhere in the admin!stration.
'AT&T purchased its 2.9 million
shares of Comsat for $53 million
in 1963. At present market

• prices its holdings are worth
about $145 million.

Officials at AT&T had no im
mediate comment.

• Comsat offiilals have main-
tamed silence ;war:1111y be-1
came AT&T not only ia a ma;orl
owner and is represented on thei
board, but also is Comsat :5 big-
gest customer, Conif,at haso

re-

the Justice Department to study
AT&T owrears'lip rnd its place-
loent of coeepany officials on the
Comsat, board. AT&T owns 2.91
million Comsat shares. Other
communications firms own an-
other 2!?0,C00. Tee :second largest
owner is ITT, with about 100,000
shares.
rrr and other firms have sold

most of theirmsat share.
Under the 1962 act that set up
the corporation, communications
firms could own 50 percent of
Comsat stock, and the public the;
remainder.
'Under the original plan, there

were 15 directors—six publicly
elected, six from communica-
tions firms and three appointed
by the President. At present,
however, there are only four

'I

•



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 7, 1971

PRESS RELEASE

Clay T. Whitehead, Director of Telecommunications Policy, when informed

of a press release today by Senator Mike Gravel concerning correspondence

with the Department of Justice on changes in ownership of the

Communications Satellite Corporation, issued the following statement:

The ownership and organization of U. S. communications

carriers for the provision of international communications

services to and from the U.S. is one of many-important policy

areas for which the OTP has responsibility within the
Executive Branch. The Administration has formulated no
specific views regarding this policy area and has no plans for

the submission of legislation on this subject.

"This is a particularly important and complex area of commu-
nications policy that goes beyond antitrust concerns alone.
The OTP will take into account all pertinent considerations

before deciding what, if any, policy recommendations and
legislative proposals will best serve the national interests.

The Justice Department letter was in response to
Senator Gravel's request for comments on specific draft
legislation prepared by Senator Gravel. While individual
departments respond to queries from Members of Congress
-regarding particular legislative proposals in the ordinary
discharge of their responsibilities, such department comments
should not be interpreted as an Administration recommendation
of such proposals.

"The Justice Department letter, therefore, should not be
interpreted as an Administration endofsernent of Senator Gravel's
proposal."



ASSTSTANT ATT9RNEY GENERAL

AN'' 'TRUST DIVISION

prrtrintent tifaluefire
Paskinctatt, LQI. 20530

Honorable Mike Gravel
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gravel:

- ( I

Cri-T P. OF

f

This is in response to your letter of February 12,
1970, requesting comments from the Antitrust Division
on a proposed draft amendment to the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 as amended ("1962 Act"), 47 U.S.C.
§§701-744. This draft amendment would, if enacted,

eliminate direct control over the Communications Satellite
Corporation ("Comsat") by the terrestrial communications

common carriers ("carriers"). It would do so by (1) barring

any representatives of the carriers from sitting on the

Board of Directors of Comsat after January 1, 1971, and

(ii) barring carriers from owning any shares of Comsat

stock after January 1, 1972.

In general, we would favor enactment of legislation

along these lines to e1i7.inate direct carrier control or

influence over Comsat. Such a step, combined hopefully

with some modification of regulatory constraints on

Comsat's activities (discussed below), would significantly

enhance Comsat's competitive potential.

The 1962 Act was a compromise. It ignored traditional

policies that restrict the common ownership and control of

competing modes of regulated business (e.g., 49 U.S.C.A.

§5(14); 49 U.S.C.A. §78; 47 U.S.C.A. 014). Instead the

1962 Act provided for extensive carrier ownership of Comsat

stock and for six carrier nominees as directors of the

corporation. As a result carriers controlled half the

shares and more than a third of the directors. American

Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T) alone is by far the

largest Comsat stockholder, with 29 percent of the stock

and 20 percent of the Board.

From the outset, this arrangement has been criticized

as being inconsistent with the stated Congressional mandate

"that the corporation created [i.e., Comsat] . . . be so

organized and operated as to maintain and strengthen competi-

tion in the provision of communications services to the public"



(47 U.S.C.A. § 701(c)). (See, e.g., Legislation Note, The

Comsat Act of 1962, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 388, 393 (1962)). -THis

criticism has been reinforced by experience. (See, e.g.,

Schwarz, Comsat the Carriers, and  the Earth Stations - Some

Problems with -"n-e-MnVaire-g,ated- intercsts," 7E Yale L. J.

441 (IDT7) Report or tie PFMdent-rii--rgrik-Force on Communi-

cation Policy (1968), Chap. 2, p. 15).

Moreover, the carriers' stockholding and directorship

arrangements in Comsat are contrary to the normal antitrust

prohibitions against anticompetitive stock acquisition and

director interlocks contained in Clayton §§7, 8 (15 U.S.C.

§§18, 19). The prohibition of Clayton §7 applies where

minority ownership results in the probability of anticompeti-

tive 
consequences, 

U.S. v. duPont, 353 U.S. 536, 592 (1957);

and, because of t11e--"-6pport'dii-n-rthereby afforded to . . .

compel a relaxation of the full vigor of . . . competitive

effort," the prohibition applies with equal force to directors

appointed by such minority owner. Hamilton Watch Co., v.

Benrus Watch Co. 114 F. Supp. 307, 317 (D. Conn.-752), aff'd

206 F. 2T-77T --(2:1 Cir. 1953). Under §8 of the Clayton Act,

interlocking directorates among competitors are per se viola-

tions. U.S. v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 111 F. Supp. 6TT (S.D.

N.Y. 19517-.

In these circumstances, we believe that a good case can

be made for eliminating the direct carrier influence over

Comsat flowing from their shareholding and directorships.

This approach is consistent with the Department's original

position in 1962 when the Attorney General emphasized that

we "place great importance on competition because the communi-

cations industry is particularly susceptible to domination by

one company -- AT&T." (Hearings on H.R. 10115 and H.R. 10138 

Before the House  Committee on interstate and Forcin Commerce,

.87-01 Cong., TU-8'ess., pt. 2 at testimony o

Attorney General Kennedy)). Moreover, it is consistent with

the policy of this Administration of placing "more reli
ance

on economic incentives and market mechanisms in r
egulated

industries" so that "increased competition will eventually

make it possible to let market forces assume m
ore of the role

of detailed regulation" in communications (E
conomic Report of

the President 108-109 (1970)).

The problem is, however, only partially one of the Comsat

corporate arrangements covered by the draft legislation.

Regulatory decisions by the Federal Communications Commissio
n

have been at least as significant a factcr in limitin
g Comsat's

2



competitive potential vis-a-vis existing carriers.

Of particular significance is the FCC's Authorized User
decision, 4 F.C.C. 2d 421 (1966), in which the Commission
unanimously ruled thpt Comsat was to be only a "carriers'
carrier," precluded from retailing its services direct to
users (including the Government), except under "unique or
exceptional circumstances" to be determined by the Commission.
However, because the Commission declared that it would
authorize direct Comsat service absent a reduction in the
carriers' rates "fully to reflect the economies made available
through the leasing of circuits in the satellite system," some
potential competition remained and was reflected in some very
substantial rate reductions made by the carriers.

This decision was followed the same year by the Commis-
sion's Earth Station decision further reducing Comsat's
potential to compete vigorously with the carriers. 5 F.C.C.
2d 812, 816 (1966). Here the Commission decided (reversing
an earlier decision, 38 F.C.C. 1104(1965D that Comsat had to
share ownership of all earth stations with the carriers: 50
percent was to be owned by Comsat, with the balance apportioned
among the other carriers on a use basis. The day-to-day
management, and apparently, all equipment design and procure-
ment of the earth stations are thus made by a joint operating
committee made up of Comsat and the carriers.

To summarize, we favor generally some legislation along
the lines of the proposed amendments, in order to eliminate
direct carrier control or influence over Comsat. However,
unless combine'd with at least some reversal of the FCC's
decisions protecting existing carriers from satellite competi-
tion, such legislation is not likely to enhance significantly
Comsat's competitive potential.

/ /
Sificet0 yours,

i\ . 4 4 t-

RICKARD W. McLAEN
Assistant Attorney General

Antitrust Division
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Address Reply to the

Division Indicated

and Refer to Initials nod 
Number

RWMcL:DIB
60-416-0

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
 JUSTICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

November 19, 1970

honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director
Office of Telecommunications P

olicy

Room 749
1800 G. Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C.

Dear Tom:

You will recall that many 
months ago, we pre-

pared a response to a letter 
from Senator Mike Gravel

requesting our views on a pro
posed statute to elimi-

nate common carrier stockhold
ing and directorships in

Comsat.

Your comment at the time w
as that, while you did

not disagree with the conclus
ions, you felt that the

analysis was a little too de
tailed. Finally, I have

gotten around to paring it dow
n along these lines. I

now enclose a copy of this mor
e modern version.

The FCC also objected to the
 paragraphs at the

end on their regulatory activ
ities. I intend to stick

to my guns on these provisions
, since I feel that if

we do not include them, commen
ts are not meaningful.

No doubt you will get this l
etter in due course

through the normal Budget clea
ring process. I hope

that it is satisfactory for you
r purposes. I don't

think that it would be possible
 to simplify the matter

much further.

Best wishes.
:Sincerrely yours,

Ii',-
DONALD I. BAKER

Deputy Director of Policy Planning

Antitrust Division



Honorable Nike Gravel
United States Senate
Watihington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gravel:

This is in response to your Ic!tter of February 12,
1970, requesting coimcmtg frcal the LiAtitrust
on a proposed draft amendc,ont• to th:. Co=unications
Satellite Act of 1962 as .71t.c.n6ed ("1962 Act"), 47 U.r2,.C.
g§701-744. This Craft z: -.nd.:nrit would, if 02nated,
eliminnto direct control Gver the Co=unicatiol-in Satel-
lite Corporation ("Co.m_lat") by the terrestrinl cummuni-
cations common cvxriers ("cni-ricrs"). It muld do so
by (i) barrin3 any representatives of the carriers
sittins on the rioard of TArcotors of Colasat after
January 1, 1071, and (ii) barin carriers fre ownin3

shares of Co:ozat stock aftcr January 1, 1972. -

In general, we 'could favor enactment of 1e7,is1a-
tion along theca linns to 0.irlinate di.L.ect carrier
control or ilzflucciee over Gerisat. I;uch a step, com-
bined hopefully with some modification of re7u1ctory
constraints on Co:Icat's cctivitics Oicoussca below),
w ould signi.ficanl-ly enhances Comsat's competitive

L potential.--------

The 1962 Act as a co-xpromise. It ignored tradi-
tional ponele3 that restrict th,.! ce5mon ownership andcontrol of competing modes or rery.ulated. business (e.g.,49 U.S.C.A. f)(11.6); 49 U.2.C.A. !78; 47 U.S.C.A. fi314).Instond the 1962 Act providod for ma..ensive crrior
ownership of Comsat stock ::.:1 for si:il carrier nominees
as directors of the corportion. AG a result carriers
controlled half the shares and MDre than a third of



DirecOrs. Arurrican Vaephone & Te1e3raph
 Company

("AT&T) alona is by far t
he larg=t Comsat ctocitholder,

with 29 percent of the 
stock and 20 percent of thz Loard.

From the outset, this arra
ngemmt has been criti-

cized rlo being inconsistcn
t with ti.1 stated Conzressicnal

mandate "that thu corporatio
n crcai:cd [i.e. Cam3ati . . .

be so orfr.ani.zcd 3nd opernte
d es to vzylintain and strungthe

n

competition in tha provision 
of oe.Inunications cervices

to the (47 U.S.C.A. 7O1(c)). (Scle, e.g.,

Legislation Note, The Cat
 3J)62, 16 Harv. L.

Rev. 33? 393 (106Z). critic" nas boon reinforced

by c::porience. (See, e.g., 
Schwnrtz, CoPsat the,cr

s.,

and the Tnrth o Prc,111.7, v)11

VarTno /a.w. L. J. 44i (ioi); ipor
t

orElw iilt:esiu:AiErEM:ask Force 
on Culnication Policy

(1963), Chap. 2, p. 15).

Moreover, the carriers' ct
ockholding and director-

ship 141:1-a-ofwment3 in Comsat are cu
aLrary to the ncrmal

antitrm;t prohibitions aj,ai
nct anticopetitive stock

acquisition and director in
ter1oc3 contained in Clayt

on

§§ 7, 8 (15 U.S.C. 5 13. 1:()). 
The prohibition of Clayton

§7 applies where minority
 olmership 1:csu3.t3 in the

probability of anticompetiti
ve conoequencco, q, s. V.

duPont 6.sourri & Co., 353 U.S. 5G
6, 592 (19ii7; and,

••• 
O. e 1.

bQcause ciL): "opportunity thereby 
afforded to . . .

compel a relaxation of thc f
ull vior of . . . compet

i-

tive effort," tliu prohibition
 applies with equal force 

to

directors appointed by such 
minority owner.

Watch (o., v 3(11-1r.us I(!teh Co.., 114 r. 
Supp. 3U/7 

rf.C-Vola. 1.952)-74.2=u-a167
7.2d 733 (2d Cir. 1053), lAnder

§8 of the Clay -con Act, i
nterlocking directorates mon

g

competitors aro per s(! violat
iom). U.S. V. E:c-ars,

Roebuck & Co., 111—F:Thupp. 614 
(S.D7a.Y. 19.S).

In these circl-nstances, we
 bcAlave that a good case

can be made for eliminating 
the di,:ect carrier influence

over Ccmrl.at flov:ing frola th
uir shnrcholdiny, and direct

or

ship. This approach is consistent
 with the Departwent's

original position in 1062 
when the Attorney Gc:neral amph

a-

Sized that we "place 1,rca
t impotc.,kcc on co)ctition be

-

cause the commnications 
injostry 1.3 particularly succept:Lble

to domination by one compa
ny -- AV.a." liezirin-s on
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PecT,uintory ecaL:it7n3 by tha FctlevAl.
waniectic;,..:1 Cozmi.v.ion have nt a3 Gi%vIigicant

taator 3.-iziA-.1z*c Camuat'd coraptitttiiso pot:al:X:1ga
crriers.

Of particuinr st,InicS.cr,.':ce in axl VCC'nAttJ
tints!r (ci...ziort, 4 1:'./14.(.4 2a 421 (:L(t:) i

chlt: sdea O 1:1CI aaly
4 car c:; ectrzitre, a.= r-itcilinl
ow:vice:3 6.izo-ttt to 1:::ers Cha
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CC5/.044 it vo...,111 tthL ir4..Tzt
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5 e.C.C. al.2$ (3 .9 C, O. i 1.rD1:a
dcciecd (r,.!versin e..11 earlier Ccgliutcn, 33 r.c.c. tin
190)) that Cc...1Dint.. 1- c3 to all cazth
ctaticAI uith ttc., cnrvicrg: pera,.=%.,:s.:Is to be c.,w!ctd
by cvi,e Uh Lha vAnonri: c.12") other
eilrricor5- cql a 1.1z, 1.;,13i3, u.o.;wp,c1=rat,
nid apporewlAy, crluip7-z.mt". prC..7.Urc=criC
decioiona thc cath ncatto,.-.3 aro tthc.3 mua. by fy. joyAit
Opc=Lizz cc=itece. tlas!cl. Up a cc4i,zat tho carricra.
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v

To smnarize, c favor ronerally same legislationalong the lines ot propo5cd amenri.mmtn, in orderCo eliminate direct carrier control or influovice overComsat. h=rever, =loss cobined with at least COM2reversal c)5 the FCC's decit.;ions protecting oNictingcarriers from satellite competition, such legislationia not li!aily to onlIznee sir6hificantly Comsat's com-,,,,;petitkve potential. 
•

Sincerely yours,

RicnAnD W. HcLATaal
Assistant'Attorncty Cancral

Anti.trust Division
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Wednesday 7/15/70

10:10 Bill Fischer called to say that there was a Justice
response to Senator Gravel's letter re a bill he has
drafted to eliminate common carrier control of the
Comsat corporation. That OTM policy letter was
apparently on Tom's desk. Bill Fischer said the
letter had been circulat ed for commeht, which comments
have come back and Bill needs to talk with Tom about it.

for Bill Fischer
11:25 Torn said/to call Don Baker at Justice -- that he had been

In discussion with Don about it and they are going to rewrite
the letter.

Bill will call Don Baker.



Eva-

Per our telecon.

timmie

-
7/9/70
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. . EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504 -

OFFICE OF ThE DIHECTOR

July 9, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO: Assistant Director for Legislative Reference
Bureau of the Budget

Attention: Mr. C. William Fischer

Subject: Department of Justice proposed draft amendment
to Communications Satellite Act of 1962 as
amended ("1962 Act"), 47 §§ 701-704

This is in response to your memorandum dated June 22, 1970,
requesting comments by July 1, 1970, on the subject draft legislation
which we did not receive until June 30.

Inasmuch as a Director of Telecommunications Policy has not yet
been qualified and commissioned, there is no one in a position to
make authoritative comments. The new director may wish to do
so when he taJ(es office.

WI E. Plummer
Acting



THE WHITE 
Hour),

WASHINGTON

July 8, 1970

To: Timmy

From: Eva

Returned as requested.



Wednesday 7/8/70

5:00 Tom asked us to call Mr. Plummer's office and tell
Timmy that he thinks the DTM's response should be that
they would defer any comment until the new Director
is sworn in.

(Tell Mr. Plummer that the reason is that Tom is on
both ends -- as approving DTM and the White House approval --
kind of a silly relationship -- but he's been in touch with Justice
so it's all kind of academic about what DTM response should be.)



Wednesday 7/8/70

4:30 As to the attached draft amendmert to Communications
Satellite Act, Steve Doyle advises as follows:

"The end purpose of the proposed legislation is to remove
carrier directors. The thrust of the Justice letter is to
remove FCC regulatory restrictions on Comsat. In my
opinion, the letter is only minimally related to the legislation
in terms of the objective desired. And, in my knowledge,
I have serious reservations about some of the factual
sta.tements in the Justice letter."

(Steve said: FOR YOUR INFORMATION ONLY --
"DOD and State and FCC have notified BOB of no objection
to the legislation but all three agencies have expressed
reservations with regard to the substance of the Justice
letter."

Steve said he thinks it would be useful for you to consider
the relationship between the substance of the letter (which
is remove regulatory constraints) and the legislation (which
is intended to remove carrier directors from Comsat Board).
He thinks you will find them essentially unrelated objectives.

Timmy in Mr. Plummer's office said they had had a call
from Dave Lawhead in BOB asking where their comments
were; she advised them it was still being reviewed.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 7, 1970

- To: Steve

From: Eva

Tom would like you to

look this over and

discuss with him.



Date:

Subject:

To:

' EXECUTIVE OFFICE TEE FRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS XANAGEMENT

7/ /97a

eroo-fr,o," ze,yg_i,a7--,57;X

047;7.

From: W. E. Plummer
Acting



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFF4CE OF TELECOgYMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

July 7, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO: Assistant Director for Legislative Reference

Bureau of the Budget

Attention: Mr. C. William Fischer

Subject: Department of Justice proposed draft amendment to

the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 as amended

("1962 Act"), 47 §§ 701-704

This is in response to your memorandum dated June 22, 1970, requesting

comments by July 1, 1970, on the subject draft legislation which we did

not receive until June 30.

The Department of Justice favors enactment of legislation which would

eliminate any direct control over the Communications Satellite Corporation

("Comsat") by the terrestrial common carriers ("carriers"). It would

do so, first, by barring representatives of the carriers from the Board

of Directors after January 1, 1971; and, second, by prohibiting carrier

ownership of Comsat stock after January 1, 1972. It is the view of the

Department of justice that enactment of the draft legislation, together

with modification of regulatory restraints on Comsat's activities, would

significantly enhance Comsat's competitive potential.

Assuming that the development of Comsatrs competitive potential is a

feasible or a valid objective, we agree with Justice that the proposed

amendment to the 1962 Act would not significantly affect that potential

unless there are accompanyinechanges in FCC policy decisions regarding

Comsat.

While there is no doubt that the 1962 Act was a compromise, and that in

the light of experience the Act could have been written with fewer ambiguities,

nevertheless the development of commercial communication-satellite service

has been quite spectacular. INTE LSAT, the international telecommunications

satellite consortium: will be launching early next year, its fourth generation

of communication satellites, each with a capacity of at least 6, 000 telephone

circuits. Despite the potential conflicts of interest alluded to by Justice, .

the carriers, and particularly AT&T, have made substantial use of satellite

•
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circuits. We arc advised that by the end of 1970 about half. of the inter-
national circuits used by AT&T will be by satellite: 1, 200 half-circuits,
with a payment to Corns at of $42 million.

While the Justice recommendation may have considerable merit because
it might tend to make regulatory problems less complex, the policy
changes alluded to by Justice might be difficult to achieve. Even if the
FCC were to change its policy regarding earth station ownership, any
change in its "authorized user" decision would have to reckon with
possible objections by some foreign administrat ions. These administra-
tions, correspondents df American international carriers, could be
concerned with a change of policy which would increase the number of
American entities with whom they would be required to deal. Also, some
foreign administrations have an ownership interest in cables and favor
their use over satellites. This combination of circumstances could create
a difficult international problem. In addition, a domestic policy requiring
U. S. domestic carriers to furnish Comsat with terrestrial connecting
facilities so that it could serve customers directly would be difficult to
develop and perhaps even more difficult for the Government to administer.
Finally, even if changes are made in earth station ownership and control
of the corporation, and the "authorized user" decision is amended, AT&T
would continue to be a large Comsat customer and thus would continue to
have a substantial impact on Comsat.

To summarize our position, amending the 1962 Act in the manner proposed
will solve very few, if any, basic problems. However, if it would make
the Comsat organization less cumbersome and if the legislation could be
enacted without substantial controversy, we would have no objection to
its enactment.

W. E. Plummer
Acting

•
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

June 22, 1970

LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUM

To: Legislative Liaison Officer

Federal Comunications Commission
Council of Econonic Advisers
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
General Services Administration

•

Federal Trade Commission
Department of State
Office of Telecommunication
Policy

Subject:
Department of Justice proposed draft amendment
to the Communications Satellite Act of 1962

. as amended ("1962" Act) 47 U.S.C. SS 701-744.

The Bureau would appreciate receiving the views of your

agency on the above subject before advising on its rela-

tionship to the program of the President, in accordance

with Budget Circular A-19.

) To permit expeditious handling, it is requested

that your reply be made- within 30 days.

Special circumstances require priority treatment

and accordingly your views are requested by

Wednesday, July 1, 1970

Questions should be referred to David Lawhead
( 103 X 3875) or to Jefferson D. Burrus (103 X 4874
the legislative analyst in this Office.

Enclosures

Justice draft

."

C. William Fischer, for
Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTOT:NEY GENERAL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

MAY 1 9 WO

Honorable Robert P. Mnyo
Director, Bureau of tha Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. nnyo:

In compliance with the provisions of Bureau
of tha Budget Circular No. A-19, there are enclosed copios
of a proponed comlyiunication to be tvansmitted to the
Congress relative to:7- osc,_1 nmailat to th,-

Co:::711111.0atio*:ao L-t 1962 c,,E; am=dod Lc:1z")
47 U.S.C. f.M01-744.

It will be appreciated if you will advise this
office as to the relationship of the proposed communication
to the Program of the:President.

Sincerely,

Richard G. Kleindienst
Deputy Attorney General

Conzresf;ional inquiry "". please c::peditc,



.‘ ANT!TflUST, DIVILIONNN,

euartiitent i. '-jacificv
piivt,3to., ap.cr... 20530

Honorable Mike Gravel
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gravel:

This is in response to your letter of February 12,
1970, requesting comments from the Antitrust Division
on a proposed draft ameadment to the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 as amended ("1962 Act"), 47 U.S.C.
H701-744. This draft amendment would, if enacted,
mate direct control over the Communications Satellite
Corporation ("Comsat") by the terrestrial communications
common carriers ("carriers"). It would do so by (i)
barring any representatives of the carriers sitting on the
Board of Directors of Comsat after January 1, 1971, and
(ii) barring carriers from owning any shares of Comsat
stock after January 1, 1972.

In general, we would favor enactment of legislation
along these lines to eliminate direct carrier control or
influence over Comsat. Such a step, combined hopefully
with some modification of regulatory constraints on
Comsat's activities (discussed below), would significantly
enhance Comsat 's competitive potential.

•
The 1962 Act was a compromise. It ignored traditional

policies that restrict the common ownership and control of
competing modes of regulated business (e.g., 49 U.S.C.A.
§5(14); 49 U.S.C.A. §78; 47 U.S.C.A. 014). Instead the
1962 Act provided for extensive carrier ownership of Comsat
stock and for six carrier nominees as directors of the
corporation. As a result carriers controlled half the
shares and more than a third of the Board of Directors.
American Telephone & Telegraph Company ("AT&T") alone is
by far the largest Comsat stockholder, with 29 percent of
the stock and 20 percent of the Board.

The arrangement has been criticized as being incon-
sistent with the stated Congressional policy "that the



•

corporation created . . . be so organized and operated as
to maintain and strcn3then competition in the provision of
communications services to the public" (47 U.S.C.A. §701(c)).
Various commentntor:s emphasized at the outset tIlat exten-
sive carrier participation was unlikely to promote either
present or future competition to the maximum extent pos-
sible. (See Legislation Note, The Comsat Act of 1962, 76
Harv. L. Rev. 388, 398 (1962). Sec  
Antitrust in Orbit, 33 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 89 (1964); Levin,
Organization and Control of Communications Satellites, 113
U. Pa. L. Rev. 315-(1965); Schwartz, Governmentally Anoointed
Directors in a Private Corp. - The Communications Satellite
Act  or.1952,--'/9 Harv. L. Rev. 350 (i935); Schwartz, Comscl
the Carriers and  the Earth Stations - Some Problems- wita

Vatc-;.d Thterests," 7-6-Ya1e L. j. 4-41 (19-6-Y77)
Six years later the President's Task Force on Communication .
Policy criticized it in these terms:

Comsat's interlocking directorate with the
carriers has been a source of continued con-
troversy. Experience has shown that in many
areas, Comsat has interests conflicting with
those of the terrestrial carriers. Despite
[FCC decisions), which insulate them from
• 0 • competition, the terrestripl carriers
and Comsat are rivals in a very real sense.
(Report, Chap. 2, p. 15, 1968).

•
In addition, such stockholding and interlocking arrange-

ments involving competitors and suppliers are contrary to the
normal antitrusL rules contained in Clayton Act §§7, 8 (15
U.S.C. c§18, 19). Most of the judicial decisions under these
provisions have igno .ed contentions that directors appointed
by even such a minority owner (as AT&T) would be independent
of those who nominated them, Hamilton Watch Co. v. Benrus
Watch Co., 114 F. Sup. 307, -314 (D. Co-ant-1952), afiTa-2706
F. 2d /38 (2d Cir. 1953); Bris Mfg:. Co. v. Crane Co., 185
F. Supp. 177, 181 (D. Mi0.--Y9-6-J), pointing i tefTo the
minority director's opportunity to persuade or compel relaxa-
tion of coMpetitive vigor, and to learn competitive secrets,
American Crys.tal Suc= Co. v. Cuban-American Suar 152
Supp. 33/, n47-illfsd, 259 F. 2d 52-9 (2d Cir. 195g), and
noting that it w-o-T.CE be very difficult to show that a direc-
tor had been improperly influenced by the views of his
nominator since directorial decisions usually involve judg-
mental factors difficult to ascribe to the influence of the
minority's special interest.



In these cii:Cumstances, we believe that a good case
can be made' for eliminating the direct carrier influence
over Comsat. This approach is consistent with the Depart-
ment's position in 1962, when we emphasized that we "place
great importance on competition because the communicationsindustry is particularly susceptible to domination by one
company -- AT&T." Henrim-,,s on H.R..10115 and H.R. 10138
Before the rouse Co:Nan:cc on Interstate  and  Forei7n Com:clerc,
87th Cong., 2d—Sess., pt. 2 at 563 (1962) (testimony of
Attorney General Kennedy). See also Hearini;s Before the
Antitrust Sub-Oc=ittee of the House 'Committee on the
Judiciary, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. at 4Z-672-S-(7 

_
(testimonyof Assistant Attorney General Hansen). Moreover, it is

consistent with the-policy of this Administration: to place
"more reliance on economic incentives and market mechanisms
in regulated industries" so that "increased competition will .
eventually make it possible to let market forces assume more
of the role of detailed regulation" in communications
(Economic Report of the President 108-109 (1970)).

The problem is, however,
Comsat corporate arrangements
lntion. Regulatory decisions
Commission have been at least

-limiting Comsat's competitive
carriers.

only partially one of the
covered by the draft legis-
by the Federal Conliunications
as significant a factor in
potential vis-a-vis existing

Of particular significance is the FCC's Authorized
User decision, 4 F.C.C. 2d 621 (1966), in which the Com-
mission unanimously ruled that Comsrt was to be only a
"carriers' carrier," precluded from retailing its services
direcClyto users (including the Government), except under
"unique or exceptional circumstances" to be determined by
the Commission. Because the Commission declared that it
would authorize direct Comsat service absent a reduction
in the carrier's rates "fully to reflect the economies
made available through the leasing of circuits in the
satellite system," some potentlal com2etition remained
and was reflected in some very substantial rate reductions
made by the carriers.

This decision was followed the same year by the Com-
mission's Earthjtation decision further reducing Comsat's
potential to compete vfgorously with the carriers. 5 F.C.C.
2d 812, 816 (1966). The Commis,sion decided (reversing an
earlier decision, 38 F.C.C. 1104 (1965)) that Comsat had to
share ownership of all earth stations with the carriers:
50 percent was to be owned by Comsat, with the balance

3
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apportiondd among the other carriers on a basis.
The day-to-day management, and apparently, all equipment
deign and procurement decisions of thu earth stations are
thus made by a joint operating committee made up of Comsat
and thc carriers. The Earth Station order argued that
this pattern of shared ownership and control would
motivate the carriers to promote the use of the Comsat
system, and contribute to it technologically. None of
this has apparently happened: The carriers still prefer
to use facilities which they own and control, the
investment in whiph is large and wholly in thoir rate
bases. However, because the FCC at this time is recon-,
sidering its 1966 Earth Station decision in Docket 15735,
it may be that further amendmea of the 1962 Act is now
not necessary to deal with this problem. .

To summarize, we favor generally some legislation
along the lines of the proposed amendments, in order to
eliminate direct carrier control or influence over
Comsat. However, unless combincd with at least some
reversal of the FCC's decisions protecting existing
carriers from satellite compotition, such legislation
is not likely to enhance significantly Comsat's
competitive potential.

.

Sinc.C.:.e_y yours,

- -)// i/C)
ovt *Ak.L.

RICKARD W. McLAREN
Assistant Attorney\peneral

Antitrust Division

qr.
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' To amend the Communications Sat
ellite Act of 1962, and for other 
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purposes.
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Be it enacted. by the Sowtc and house of Reprcscezaves of th
e United States of Amcrica 

1

1 

i
;,

;::, 
in Congress assembled, That ,effective with th

e first election of

directors of the corporation authorized by ti
tle III Of the . ,

:

CommunicatfLons Satellite Act of 1962 (47 U.S.C. 
731-735) held after

. January 1, 1971, the last three sent
ences of section 303 (a) of

•such Act are amended to read as follows: "Twelve members of the

board shall be el9cted annually by the soc
kholdors of the corpor-

ation. The articles of incorporation to be filed 
by the incorporators

•*desicnated under section 302 shall provide for 
cumulative 'voting

under section 27 (d) of the District of Columbia
 Business Corporation

Act (DC. Code, sec. 29-911 (d))."

Sec. 2. Section 304 (b) of the Communications Satelli
te Act

of 1962 is

.piaragraph:

"0)

amended by addinr, at the end thereof the fol
lowing new

I.

r;ffective after January 11 1972, no communications com'mon

carrier shall own shares of stock i
n the corporation authorized by

subsection (a) of this section."
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Wednesday 1/27/71

10:00 MR. SCALIA:

Tom asked if you would call Don Baker and tell
him that we are hand delivering a copy of the
Pastore letter to him this morning.

Asked that you ascertain that there is no strong
LU-will on the part of the Antitrust Division
and give Baker the feeling that tve're not out
to be their enemy.
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A ntitrust Chief Lashes ICC, Urges an End
Regulation Over Most Transportation

Sy a WALT, STREET JOURNAL Staff ReportLr
WASHINGTON — The Nixon Administra-

tion's antitrust chief, in the most scathing at-
tack on the Interstate Commerce Commission

made by a Government official in a Llecatle,
urged an end to Federal regulation of rail-
roads, trucking and other surface transporta-

tion.
nichard W. McLaren, head of the Justice

Department's Antitrust Division, declared that

the quality of transportation services has de-
clined, "almost all" of the nation's railroads
face difficulties and all surface carriers are ex-
periencing overcapacity, while at the same
tirne "shippers and consumers pay high rates
for deteriorating services."

He laid these troubles on "self-perpetuat-
ing" regulation, accusing the ICC of fostering a
"protective environment" in which rates "are
allowed to rise to the level of the highest cost
carrier in the market . . . inefficiency is re-

and, in the long run, the nation's re-
sources are seriously misallocated."

Mr. McLaren recommended that, "after a
suitable period in which regulations are phased
'out, surface transportation should operate like
any other business. Competition should be al-
lowed to determine the price, quality and avail-
ability of transportatton services."

In addition, a "reevaluation" of regulatory
laws should consider the repeal of antitrust ex-
emptions enjoyed by regulated transport .com-
panies in rate-fixing and certain other areas,
Mr. McLaren said. •

The antitrust chief's attack on the 84-year
old ICC was the n-tpst vigorous since 1962 when
President Kennedy sent Congress a special
transportation message in which he charged
the industry's problems to "a chaotic patch-
work of inconsistent and often obsolete legisla-
tion and regulation." Mr. Kennedy asked Con-
gress to repeal the ICC's control over tra.nspor-
Lation ot bulk szta agricultural commodities
that accounted for about two-thirds of total
railroad freight traffic.

Congress, of course, refused to accept the
Kennedy recommendation, although in subse-
quently creating the Transportation Depart-
ment it did take away some of the ICC's au-
thority to regulate safety matters.

Whether Congress will accept Mr. Mc-
Laren's new invitation isn't clear, but his
speech, delivered before a group of antitrust
lawyers in New York, adds to the pressures
that have been building in recent months for
reform, or even abolition, of the ICC.

Mr. McLaren told the New York lawyers he
was speaking for the Antitrust Division and
wasn't representing "any existing Administra-
tion position." But he left the door open for the
::ixon Administration to take a position.

The so-called Ash Commission, which has
been studying Government reorganization gen-

for President Nixon, has investigated the
.!r`r.:7 and other regulatory agencies and wi::
make a report within two or three weeks. It's
expected to be just as harsh on the ICC as was
Mr. McLaren.

In addition, the McLaren views have in gen-
eral been supported by the President's Council
of Economic Advisers. Indeed, the antitrust
chief, in his speech; quoted the council's state-
ment that "regulation should be narrowed, or
halted, when it has outlived its original pur-
pose."

Advocates of radical surgery on the ICC
also are growing in Congress. Senate Demo-

Leader Mansfield last year intrlducc:! .
..:!1 to abolish tfie ICC, and several Republic.n
Senators introduced resolutions looking toward
a merger of the ICC with the Civil Aeronautics
Board and the Federal Maxitime Commission.

Such ICC critics didn't get very far in the
last session of Congress, but they are hopeful
for at least hearings in the current session.

Although there wasn't any official explan-
non of the timing of Mr. McLaren's attack oi,
the ICC, he wasn't unaware of these other de-
velopments in and out of the Administration.

Noting that the ICC was created in 1887
when the railroads enjoyed monopoly power,
Mx. McLaren asserted that the commission be-
came self-perpetuating when the competitive
truck and barge - industries were "brought
under the regulatory umbrella" during the De-
pression. "But today," he said, "there seems
to be a growing belief that regulation hasn't
served the nation well."

He charged that regulation has led to "high
freight rates" that are based on the value of
the commodity transported and bear "little re-
lationship to the lowest cost available in trans-
porting a given commodity." Under ICC proce-
dures, "rates generally are allowed to rise to
the level of the highest cost carrier. For the
most part, only inefficiency is rewarded in this
protective atmosphere," he asserted.

In addition to raising rates, regulation lim-
its the entry of new competitors into surface
transportation, Mr. McLaren said. "Again, the
stress of reglilation is toward the protection of
established carriers," he said.


